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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

The Journal of Clinical Chiropractic Pediatrics welcomes original and scholarly manuscripts for peer‑review and consideration for publication. Topics must pertain to the field
of pediatrics which includes pregnancy and adolescence.
Manuscripts should not have been published before or submitted to another publication.
The following will be considered:
Case Reports and Case Series — presentations of individual
or groups of cases deemed to be of interest to the professional and scholarly community.
Pilot Studies or Hypothesis — papers which, while very
broad, present with a clear hypotheses and suggest a foundation for future, in‑depth studies.

The paper must include an abstract or summary. This abstract/summary should state the purpose of the paper (objective), procedures, methods, main findings (results) and
principal conclusions. Also, any key words or phrases that
will assist indexers should be provided.
References must be cited for all materials derived from the
works of other people and previously published works.
Reference numbers in superscript must be assigned in the
order of citation in the paper.
Tables — Each table or figure should be on a separate page
and not imbedded in the manuscript. If the table is from
another publication, permission to publish must be granted
and the publication acknowledged.

Literature Reviews — studies of existing papers and books
presented with the intention of supporting and encouraging new and continuing study.

Photographs — Photographs may be in color or in grayscale
and scanned at 300 dpi with sharp contrast. Patient photographs must have consent form signed by the individual or
parent or guardian in the case of a minor.

Technical Descriptions — reports of new analytical/diagnostic tools for assessment and delivery of care. Controlled,
Large Scale Studies — usually, but not necessarily, performed
at a college or research facility. May be double-blinded.

Informed Consent — If the research/study involves experimental investigations performed on humans the manuscript must include a statement that informed consent was
obtained from the individuals involved in the investigation.

Commentaries — presentations of opinion on trends within
the profession or current events, pertaining to pediatric and
adolescent chiropractic care.

Patient Anonymity — Patient names or any information that
could identify a specific patient should be avoided. All case
reports, with or without identifying photographs accompanying a manuscript must have a consent form signed by
the individual or parent or guardian in the case of a minor.
These are to include any requests for blocking faces, etc.

Guidelines for submission
All manuscripts are accepted purely for consideration.
They must be original works and should not be under consideration by any other journal or publisher at the time of
submission. They must be accompanied by a TRANSFER
OF COPYRIGHT form, signed by all authors and by the
employer if the paper is the result of a “work for hire.” It
is understood that while the manuscript is under consideration it will not be sent to any other publication. In the case
of multiple authors, a transmittal letter should designate
one author as correspondent.
Manuscripts may be sent to editor at svallonedc@aol.com.
Manuscript should be in document style MS Word (or compatible) and unformatted. PDFs will not be accepted.
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Instructions to Authors — Summary
See Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to
Biomedical Journals for detailed information
http://www.icmje.org/.
General formatting guidelines
• All submission components must be submitted
electronically.
• Only manuscripts in English are accepted.
• Submit manuscripts as Microsoft Word documents.
• Use 1” margins on all sides
• Use Arial 12 point black font
• Capitalize only the first letter in the title, and any
proper nouns.
• Do not justify text.
• Do not use column function
• Number all pages at bottom right.
• Double-space manuscript. Single-space references,
tables or figure legends.
• Do not abbreviate words or terms the first time they are
introduced; at that time, provide the abbreviation in
parentheses and use it from that point forward.
• Number citations consecutively using superscripted
Arabic numerals and place all references in a Reference
section immediately at the end of your section.
• Run spell check and grammar check after completing the
manuscript. Use American English spelling and units
of measurement.
Submission Components
JCCP authorship form–submit separately from manuscript. All authorship forms may be combined in a single
PDF. Each author must complete this form, scan and return
it electronically to the editor before the manuscript can be
processed.
• JCCP Patient (or Parent/Guardian) Permission to Publish Form–one form for each case (1 for case report; multiple individual forms for case series) – all forms may be
combined as a single PDF.
• Permission to acknowledge forms: All individuals named
in the Acknowledgements section of the manuscript must
sign a permission form. The corresponding author may use
his or her own form, or use the one JCCP provides—submit
separately from manuscript. All permission forms may be
combined as a single PDF.
• Cover letter–submit as separate document, either Word
or PDF.
•

The following items MUST be submitted as a Word
document.
Cover letter–Explain why your manuscript is appropriate
for JCCP.
Document– Each of the following should be on a separate
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page. Use page break function to separate page, not repeated line breaks to get to a new page.
• Title page
• Abstract
• Manuscript
• Acknowledgements
• References
• Tables
• Figures
Title page
Title of article–ONLY CAPITALIZE FIRST LETTER OF
FIRST WORD
• Running head (limited to 40 characters)
• Word count (excluding references, tables and figures)
• Number of tables
• Number of figures
• Authors
o Name, with all degrees (do not include Bachelor’s
level degrees)
o Current title/position and affiliation, including city,
state and country
• Corresponding author
o Name
o Mailing address, phone, fax
o E-mail address; provide alternative e-mail address
if possible
•

Abstract–not to exceed 250 words. It may be structured or
unstructured. Structured abstracts usually include the following sections: Purpose, Methods (include study design
in this section), Results, Conclusion. For case reports and
case series, see document, “Instructions for Case Reports
and Case Series.”
Manuscript Components
Manuscript length will vary with the type of article; in general, manuscripts are expected to be 1,500-3,000 words in
length, excluding references, tables and figures. These may
vary with the type of article. For case reports and case series, see, “Instructions for Case Reports and Case Series.”
In general, for manuscripts reporting research studies, the
order of components is:
• Introduction: succinctly describe the relevant literature
supporting the need for the study.
• Methods: describe the methods used to accomplish the
study, in detail sufficient to allow the informed reader to
evaluate their appropriateness.
• Results: present the results of the study, without interpretation.
• Discussion: describe limitations of the study; interpret
results; compare results to those of other relevant studies;
discuss value and implications of the study.
• Inclusion of appendices is discouraged.
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Tables
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• Place each table on a separate page at the end of the
section, immediately following the References section.
• Use “table” function in Word to construct tables; do NOT
use tab or space keys to form columns and rows. Use table
“normal” style to construct table. Do not insert vertical lines
between columns; do not use grids. Place horizontal line
under table title and at end of table, separating the table
from any footnotes. You may place horizontal lines under
headings in the table for clarity.
• Use footnotes to explain details at bottom of the table (below a horizontal line). Identify using either superscripted
lower-case letters or standard footnote symbols (sequence:
*,†, ‡, §, ||, ¶, **, ††). Sequence the footnotes in the order text
is read—from left to right and then down.
• Use left-justification to align numbers in columns.
Figures
Place figure title and legend on page with the figure.
Figures must be submitted electronically. Acceptable file
formats: DOC, JPG, PDF. Figures may be embedded at the
end of the manuscript text file or loaded as separate files for
submission purposes. Should not be imbedded within the
manuscript text
• Hand-drawn illustrations are not acceptable.
• Provide documentation of permission for any figures that
are not original.
•
•
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Instructions for Case Reports and Case Series
Abstract
The abstract should be 250 words or fewer. It may be either
structured or unstructured. If structured, use the same sections as described below for the components of the report
(Introduction, Case Presentation, Intervention and Outcomes, Discussion).
Case Report Components
•

Introduction: State why this case is unusual or important.

Methods: describe the search engine and key words used
to review previously published literature on the subject

•

•

Case presentation: Provide a brief summary of the pa-

tient’s presenting demographics, other relevant characteristics, complaint(s) and related symptomatology.
Intervention and outcomes: Describe the course of treatment, including frequency and duration, and summarize
the patient’s clinical outcomes, using recognized outcome
measures if possible. Include whether informed consent
was obtained and if there were any adverse events reported.

•

Discussion: Succinctly state the important aspects of the
case, in terms of its implications for patient care in general,
or for specific patient populations or conditions. You may
also compare/contrast the case to other cases in the published literature. Be cautious about overstating the importance/implications of your case.

•

Evidence-based Case Report Instructions
An Evidence-based Case Report (EBCR) is NOT the same as a traditional case report. The EBCR focuses on an answerable
clinical question, how it was explored in the search, appraising the results and how it applies to the case, along with the
integration of this information with the patient interaction. The final stage in this process is to audit the results.
These are the steps to include:1,2
•

Brief summary of the chief complaint: 50-100 words

•

Briefly describe the clinical case: 250-400 words

•

Explain how you developed the clinical question: 200-300 words

•

Explain your search for evidence (key words, databases used, number of articles retrieved): 50-100 words

•

Evaluate the articles retrieved: critically appraise the evidence for validitiy and relevance: 200-300 words

•

Describe how you made your clinical decision by applying these findings to the case, including how you considered and
integrated the patient’s preferences and values: 250-400 words

•

Evaluate your performance: 50-100 words

1. Heneghan C, Badenoch D. Evidence-based Medicine Toolkit, 2nd ed. Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishing, 2006.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/9780470750605.index/summary (download pdf of “all chapters” for free copy
of the publication)
2. Jones-Harris AR. The evidence-based case report: a resource pack for chiropractors. Clin Chiropr 2003;6 73-84. (download
for free from www.chiro.org/cases/FULL/Evidence-based_Case_Report.pdf)
Additional interesting articles to read about EBM and writing and EBCR:
Review an example of an EBCR at:
https://www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.uws.idm.oclc.org/pmc/articles/PMC1126937/pdf/302.pdf
Iran J Pediatr. 2010 Sep; 20(3): 261–268. Evidence Based Medicine in Pediatric Practice: Brief Review
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3446038/
J Can Chiropr Assoc. 2014 March; 58(1): 6–7. Evidence-based case reports
http://pubmedcentralcanada.ca/pmcc/articles/PMC3924510/
3 BMJ. Vol 7, Issue 3, 2002, Evidence-Based Medicine in Practice: EBM Notebook
http://ebm.bmj.com/content/7/3/68
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Editorial
Evidence Based Practice: How are we doing?
Evidence Based Practice is the mantra for our practices. We
all work very hard to live up to this mantra. It is equally
well known that it is virtually impossible to live up to as the
evidence is incomplete, at best. This is true for all types of
health care, not just chiropractic.

forward to the new pediatricDelphi study being carried
out around the world, but based in Australia, which will
update everyone on both the safety and effectiveness of
chiropractic care for children, along with the evidence for
how we should proceed in practice.

You may notice in this issue that we have decided to give
a voice to clinical opinions. After all, the three legs of
evidence-based practice are the actual evidence which
“proves” a procedure works, practices used by clinicians
with years of experience as well as the choice of the patient
or parent in the case of pediatrics.

We hope that these clinical “pearls” will add tools to your
toolbox and help broaden your approach to support your
patients. Reading some of the papers of our contributing
authors may also help you understand more about how
and when collaborative referrals are the next appropriate
recommendation to make.

In this issue, we are listening to the voice of clinicians. None
are devoid of evidence, but the evidence clearly cannot
keep up with innovation in practice. We did not follow the
usual stringent protocols that virtually every sentence in a
scientific article is referenced. Each clinician has referenced
their work to the degree possible. And as a specialist in
their field, they do keep up with the evidence. Those high
level randomized controlled trials are still very scarce in
conservative medicine, not least because they are nearly
impossible to do in any type of hands-on therapy. More
important in our field is the evidence base that our care
is safe, and so far, so good, on that score. We all can look

We hope that this issue will bring information and also
bring joy to your practices as it offers new lenses with
which to look at the diverse clinical problems we face. We
do hope that we hear from you, both in letters to tell us your
points of view and in future articles of your own research
and clinical opinions and case studies.
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With warm regards and best wishes during the upcoming
joyous season.
The Editors of the Journal of Clinical Chiropractic
Pediatrics.
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Differentiating the impact of biomechanical forces of labor and delivery
vs. the effect of a posterior tongue tie on neonatal and infant feeding
dysfunction: a clinical evaluation
Andrew Dorough DC, CACCP Private Practice O’Fallon Missouri, USA
Sharon Vallone, DC, FICCP, Private Practice, South Windsor, CT, USA
Corresponding Author: Andrew Dorough DC, CACCP. Email: Dr.dorough1031@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
A myriad of problems may cause feeding difficulties for the neonatal and infant population. However, the effect
of mechanically induced stress, strain, and trauma on the infant and its impact on their ability to feed at breast
or by bottle is poorly understood or researched and often goes unrecognized, and therefore, uncategorized. This
commentary’s aim is to evaluate mechanical trauma associated with the birth process as it contributes to feeding
dysfunction as opposed to the current trend to consider most dysfunctional oral motor mechanics the result of
a posterior tongue tie. The authors will also briefly review and summarize the relationship between mechanical
craniovertebral dysfunction and/or posterior tongue tie as a cause for infant feeding dysfunction based on the best
current research. The relevance of this discussion is to promote further observation and research to reach a clear
diagnostic understanding of the infant’s feeding difficulty as each, on its own, can disrupt oral motor function.
Ankyloglossia, and the more recently delineated posterior tongue tie, and their accompanying compensations are
hypothesized to result in a concomitant dysfunctional range of motion at the cranio-cervical junction and/or the
cervical spine.
Key Words: pediatric chiropractic, cranio-cervical junction, birth trauma, feeding difficulty, breastfeeding difficulty,
posterior tongue tie, tethered oral tissues (TOTs).
Introduction
Infants are subject to stress, strain, and trauma associated
with the birth process.1 The most frequent area of impact
is to the head and neck with injuries ranging from mild to
severe. This trauma has the potential of having a negative
impact on range of motion of the head and neck as well
as the trunk and extremities. Full and unrestricted range of
motion of the head and neck is essential for a normal suckswallow-breath pattern to occur while feeding at breast or
on a bottle. Restriction and discomfort in other parts of the
body may also result in difficulty feeding due to the pain
that the infant feels when held in a specific feeding position
and must be considered in a full evaluation. The authors’
goal is to clarify as to whether infant birth stress, strain, or
trauma can cause or contribute to infant feeding difficulty.
To embark on answering this question, the definition of
birth trauma, its prevalence and how it is classified will be
explored. Beyond the scope of this paper, it would also be
important for investigators to explore how the consequences
of birth trauma are expressed or manifested in the neonatal
period as well as the associated long-term ramifications.
Birth Trauma
In the United States, birth injuries are estimated to occur in
2.6 percent of births. Superficial and temporary, functional
and cosmetic sequelae, disability or even death can result
as a consequence of birth-related injuries.2 The Agency
for Healthcare research and quality (AHRQ) in the USA
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has determined seven categories of birth-related injuries
including:
• subdural /intracerebral hemorrhage
• epicranial subaponeurotic hemorrhage
• skeletal injuries
• injuries to spine and spinal cord
• peripheral and cranial nerve injuries
• other types of specified and non-specified birth trauma.2
The process of birth, whether spontaneous or assisted, is
inherently traumatic for the newborn. Birth-related injuries
encompass both mechanical and hypoxic-ischemic events.2
The exact incidence of mechanical trauma at birth may be
underestimated.2 An incidence of 0.82 percent, prevalence
has been estimated at 9.5 per 1000 live births.3 Less than 2
percent of neonatal deaths result from severe birth trauma.4
These statistics are based on the most severe outcomes from
birth trauma. What are the consequences for the neonate
who has less severe (mild or moderate) birth trauma?
Neither the percentage of the infant population exposed
to minor or moderate mechanical birth injuries, or their
outcomes, appear to have been evaluated. Regardless of the
reported incidence and prevalence of birth trauma, its true
nature and long term sequalae are still poorly understood.2
The educational curriculum of pediatric chiropractors who
work with the neonate should include the evaluation for the
potential sequelae of birth injury or trauma. The evaluation
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should begin by obtaining a detailed gestational, labor/
delivery and postpartum history. The chiropractor, with a
clear understanding of the possibility of in-utero constraint,
interventions, or manual manipulations utilized can
better understand the mechanism of injury or restriction
of the fetus during the pregnancy or birth process. The
chiropractor will utilize palpation, as well as neurologic
and muscle testing, to formulate a differential diagnosis
to help understand the cause of feeding dysfunction. This
physical examination is comprised of observations of
how the infant moves or does not move during feeding,
palpation of the head, neck, mouth, and body, and an
elicitation and observation for symmetry of primitive
feeding reflexes to determine the status of neurologic
function.5,6 It is important that the chiropractor pursue
post graduate education for themselves and in the case of
breastfeeding difficulties, consider working collaboratively
with a healthcare professional, like an Internationally Board
Certified Lactation Consultant (IBCLC). The IBCLC should
be able to evaluate the infant’s competency at breast or on
the bottle including recognizing aspects of dysfunctional
breastfeeding mechanics (preferred postures, restricted
ranges of motion) and when to make appropriate referrals
to chiropractors and osteopaths for adjustment or other
manual mobilizations or therapies.7 Seeking professionals
who are trained in performing a functional evaluation of
the lips and tongue to rule out connective tissue tethering
or “ties” is paramount.7,8 It is the authors’ experience that
there may also be other individuals, such as a speech
and language pathologist or occupational therapist, who
may focus on feeding difficulties. If your dyad’s goal is
to breastfeed, it is important to communicate and ensure
that they have specific expertise, knowledge, and a goal of
breastfeeding as a focus on compensations, as the substitute
of bottle, cup, and spoon feeding are often immediately
implemented.
According to Chaturvedi, et al,2 the following could be
potential red flags that the infant has been subjected to
mechanical birth stress, strain, or trauma to the head and
neck, thus potentially impacting their ability to suck,
swallow, and breathe:
• Malposition (Breech; Transverse)
• Fetal macrosomia
• Maternal diabetes and small pelvis
• Malpresentation (Asynclitic; Occiput posterior)
• Prolonged pushing phase
• Premature rupture of membranes
• Shoulder dystocia or a dystotic labor (60 seconds or
more passes between the delivery of the head and torso)
• Augmented or Induced delivery (Pitocin etc.)
• Assisted delivery (Vacuum or forceps, hand assisted,
fundal pressures)
• Nuchal cord
• Surgical delivery (Emergency C-section)
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The authors have found that birth trauma is typically
described in the literature as severe in nature, leaving
the clinician or physician to only consider trauma having
occurred if there is an obvious deficit or damage as described
by Chaturvedi, et al.2 However, they admit that little is still
known about the spectrum of mechanically associated
birth trauma and that it is often underestimated. This
comment resonates with the authors’ clinical experience. In
practice, the authors have documented injuries occurring
on a spectrum ranging from mild, moderate to severe. As a
professional community, chiropractors, or other physicians,
recognize that infants can sustain what is considered a
minor injury from the birth process (for example, accidental
traction on the mandible during manual extraction by
either the obstetrician’s or midwives’ hands or by forceps
application) that can impact their ability to feed, grow, and
develop optimally. So, how can health care professionals,
especially chiropractors and osteopaths (and other
practitioners of manual medicine who work with this
population), recognize the infants who need attention or
care but do not fall in one of the major categories of birth
trauma as cited by Chaturvedi, et al?2
With the medicalization of birth and the “biomedical
tendency to pathologize otherwise normal bodily processes
and states,”9 the introduction of interventions like the use
of forceps and vacuum suction has the potential to produce
obvious or subtle signs of trauma or strain. Currently, the
forceps birth modality is utilized for .05 percent of births
and the vacuum extraction birth modality is utilized for
2.5 percent of births in the United States.10 Moreover, are
we able to clinically link biomechanical dysfunction or
cranio-vertebral subluxation to different presentations
or interventions? First, we must acknowledge that the
medical definition of subluxation differs from that of the
chiropractic definition.11-16 In chiropractic journals, we read
how the subluxation complex can have an adverse effect
on the surrounding nervous system.17 Nevertheless, the
subluxation complex can occur in a variety of presentations
and degrees of severity, regardless of the definition, at the
atlantooccipital (cranio-cervical) junction. For example, a
malpresentation or asynclitic presentation may result in a
pressure wound (caput succedaneum) on the top of the head
and could result in a cervical spine strain and sprain injury
due to a buckling of the spine while under excessive and/
or prolonged compressive loading.18 Additionally, is there
an association with the traction or compression of a nuchal
cord during delivery with upper cervical subluxation or a
suboccipital muscle strain? The prevalence of nuchal cord
deliveries is reported to occur between 10-29 percent of
deliveries.19 Studies have shown that traction forces of 8
lbs. usually separate the placenta from the uterus. Tensile
strength of umbilical cord indicates that the average load
required to break the cord is around 10–14 lbs.19 In addition,
vacuum assisted delivery may also be associated with strain
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and sprain of the cervical spine due to the recorded forces
applied to effectively complete this procedure. This makes
biomechanical sense given the average clinician applied
forces used to perform a vacuum delivery range between
10 and 32 pounds-force.1,20 It is recommended that this
procedure is not attempted any longer than 20 minutes nor
repeated more than two attempts.21 This excessive amount
of force over a prolonged period can potentially disrupt the
normal osteoligamentous integrity of the craniovertebral
junction. Moreover, chiropractors and osteopaths have
historically attributed the cause of hypothesized cervical
spine subluxation complex to abnormal physical stressors
being applied to this region.22-24 Several have published
papers discussing how these mechanisms are related to
breastfeeding dysfunction.20,25,26,27
Research has investigated the amount of force required
to buckle (subluxate) the adult and pediatric spine.18,28
Marchand et. al, found that the osteoligamentous subcatastrophic load (for an infant cadaver from 0-12 months)28
is 50 newtons or 12 pounds of tensile traction force.18,28
Panjabi, et al. found that the average critical load of the
osteoligamentous cervical spine, excluding muscular
support, in an adult (weighing 70 Kg) is 10.5 N or 2.36
pounds-force.18 It was discovered that the osteoligamentous
spine contributes approximately 20 percent to the minimally
needed mechanical stability of the cervical spine, while the
rest, nearly 80 percent, is provided by the surrounding neck
muscles while under gravity.18 Keep in mind that we are
extrapolating this data to a neonatal spine. The neonatal
spine is arguably much less stable under the same amount
of pressure, especially when the cervical spine’s postural
stabilizing muscles are not developed and cannot support
the load force during prolonged labor through the cervix
or extracted from the birth canal. Observe the normal and

Unit
Comparisons

Normal
Spontaneous
Delivery

Forceps
Delivery

acceptable forces applied during common assisted and
surgical obstetric procedures in Figure 1, below.
When these figures, ranging from 17—308 newtons are
compared with that of the mean chiropractic clinician
forces used during a sustained contact on a neonate, 1-20
newtons,28 there are appreciable differences between the
forces used in routine labor and delivery as compared to
the forces used in the routine neonatal or infant chiropractic
adjustment.
Forces are applied to the neonatal presenting part (head
and neck) during an uncomplicated birth as well as when
interventions are employed. Excessive forces can be
observed during a difficult delivery, including, but not
limited to, an asynclitic presentation, manual or assisted
deliveries, inefficient or prolonged (> 2 hours) pushing by
the mother during dysregulated uterine contractions under
the influence of epidural analgesia, shoulder dystocia,
occiput posterior presentation, a nuchal chord, or a dystotic
uterus. It is also important to note that the pressure gradient
will vary due to female body habitus and strength during
the pushing phase of a vaginal delivery (with and without
neuraxial epidural or anesthesia). The question is, is it
possible to calculate the force distributed across the head
and neck of a neonate over the period of 1-2 hours during
the second stage or pushing phase of labor and delivery
or when the obstetrician applies traction or rotation to the
head and neck with their hands? Also, consider the force
exerted by the vacuum or forceps applied to assist the
delivery and potentially save the neonate’s life. It seems
fair to hypothesize that abnormal forces applied to the
head, neck, and associated soft tissues and nerves that are
recruited for normal feeding might be injured and might
result in feeding dysfunction and craniovertebral pain
syndromes.

Vacuum
Device

(Mean peak
clinician force)

Ranges of
Traction
force with
vacuum Ext.
@600mmHg

Recommended
Mean Peak
Clinician Force
with Adjustment

(Grimm/Obrien)

(non-rotational)
(Obrien)

Newtons

129

251-309

129-145
(Obrien)
17-99.89 (Grimm)

157-308

Max: 20
Mean: 7.7
<12 wks.: 1-2

Pounds

29

56-69

3.8-32.59
Pop-off > 70

35-69.24

4.4
1.73
.44

(0-23 mos.)
Marchand /Todd)

Figure .11,20,28,29,30
Pop off: indicates how much pounds-force is required to break the seal between the suction cup and the cranium of the
fetus.
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Relevant Clinical Anatomy
To better understand this relationship, we need to review
the relevant clinical anatomy of the upper cervical spine
and feeding system. Eating and swallowing are complex
behaviors including both volitional and reflexive activities
involving more than 30 nerves and muscles.31 Subjecting
the cranio-cervical junction to abnormal amounts of
pressure will result in the subsequent disturbance of the
normal alignment between the cranium (C0) and the atlas
(C1). The following structures in proximity will be at risk
of compromise: the superior cervical ganglion, hypoglossal
nerve, genioglossal nerve, and Vagus nerve.32 How can
these structures be negatively impacted by craniovertebral
subluxation?
It has been cited in scientific literature that the most common
area of cervical spine subluxation occurs at C1, C2 and
C3.33,34 In the authors’ clinical experience, this presentation
has often been observed. Furthermore, the biomechanical
implication must be considered when diagnosing a cause
for infant feeding dysfunction, especially when there is
evidence of mild to severe mechanical birth stress, strain,
or trauma. The architectural concept of “form follows
function” is mirrored in the human body by Wolff’s Law
in degenerative changes.35 But clinically, we also know that
function follows form. When there is a change in cranial
or spinal shape, alignment or mobility or range of motion,
there will be a subsequent alteration in its function. Normal
shape, alignment and mobility or range of motion (form)
lend to normal function. Abnormal shape, alignment or
mobility or alteration in range of motion is a red flag for
abnormal functional performance, and for the purpose of
this paper, a red flag for abnormal feeding function.
Overall, sprain, strain, or trauma to this region theoretically
hinders the function of the neuro-biomechanical system at
the craniovertebral junction. Biomechanical compromise at
this level may result in dysregulation of the cranial nerves,36
as well as restricted (or excessive) joint range of motion
and altered muscular activities that are required for safe
and efficient feeding, regardless of the perceived severity
of the stress, strain, or trauma. In addition to mechanical
dysfunction, it is likely and possible that infants with these
injuries and noxious stimuli will suffer from craniovertebral
myofascial pain syndromes. “In this context, nociceptive
fibers that travel with the motor fibers which innervate a
particular muscle are possibly involved in pain sensation of
the involved muscle and its associated fascia.”32 Nociceptive
stimuli plays its own role in elevating sympathetic tone and
interfering with relaxed, normal feeding.7,36,37,38
Oral Ties
A full discussion of ankyloglossia and tethered oral tissues
(“anterior” and “posterior” tongue ties, lip ties and buccal ties)
are beyond the scope of this commentary but anatomically
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refer to ligamentous frena that restrict the range of motion
and therefore function of the tongue and lips.39,40 These
restrictions have been considered significant in a number
of issues other than feeding including but not limited to
reflux,41-44 airway dysfunction,42 orthodontic issues45 and
articulation difficulties.46 To breastfeed successfully, the
gape must be wide requiring full range of motion of the
temporomandibular joint and the cervical spine and the
mandible must be free to hinge (drop) and translate forward
(allowing for a “cycling” motion as it comes back up), the
lips must create a secure passive seal (with the extended
tongue) on the tissue of the breast and the tongue needs
to extend, elevate, trough around the nipple and undulate
smoothly and rhythmically in a peristaltic wave which is
essential for swallowing without risk of aspiration of liquid
into the lungs.47,48
Restrictive frena are taut ligamentous bands of tissue
between the floor of the mouth and the underside of the
tongue, between the midline of the lips and gum or the
cheek and gum. These restrictive frena alter the mobility of
the structures that determine efficient removal of milk from
breast or bottle. The ability of the mandible to move freely,
separate from the tongue (changing gape width/height) or
the tongue moving separately from the mandible (changing
the ability of the tongue to elevate the breast tissue to the
palate without the mandible following and forcefully
compressing the breast tissue) is affected by a tongue tie.
Efficiency of milk transfer will be affected by the quality
of the seal of the lips on the breast tissue. This seal is poor
when there is an inability to passively flange the lips due
to the presence of taut connective tissue bands between the
gum and cheek (buccal ties) or midline frena between the
upper or lower lip and gum. When the seal is insecure, there
is a greater risk of aerophagia (swallowing air), leakage,
and poor milk transfer from the positive pressure of the
full breast to the negative pressure of the oral cavity.8,47,48
An infant may compensate by recruiting the orbicularis oris
to hold the breast tissue resulting in “milk blisters” in the
midline of the lip or cobbling or cross striations of the entire
lip occurring either on one or both of the lips.
A tongue tie may present anteriorly at the tip of the tongue
causing a characteristic indentation or crease in the midline
or have a more posterior presentation and can be visible
upon elevating the tongue or be hidden, embedded in the
mucosa and may cause a central indentation or persistent
retraction of the tongue. Based on its point of attachment
and its “flexibility” (which is dictated by composition of
elastin and collagen), both anterior and posterior tongue
ties may affect the tongue’s ability to extend, elevate or
lateralize and often causes a “humping” or retraction of the
tongue which will decrease, at best, the efficiency of transfer
of milk and at worst, decrease the patency of the pharyngeal
aperture (potentially causing airway obstruction) or create
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poor channeling of milk (increasing the risk of choking/
aspirating).40
Any or all interference with latch and efficient milk transfer
(using less energy/calories to extract the milk than the
energy/calories contained in the milk itself) will result in
a sympathetic response in the infant. Due to their efficient
neural plasticity, a quick adaptation and reorganization from
their “preprogrammed” neurology that guides feeding, the
infant may develop a compensatory sequence of motions.
This can become evident when the infant recruits accessory
muscles that in turn risk compromising other muscles
responsible for diverse physiologic functions. This cascade
can affect everything from swallowing and breathing, to
posture and joint range of motion, increased flexor tone,
retained fetal posture, a head tilt with or without rotation
or other preferential postures. These compensatory
postures or compensatory muscle actions are often the root
of the segmental dysfunction or subluxation that can be
addressed by the chiropractor or osteopath. The importance
of recognizing both issues lie in the fact that treating one or
the other exclusively may not have an optimal outcome.
If the subluxation is a result of the aberrant oral motor
activity dictated by the presence of tethered oral tissues
like a tongue tie, then one would be repeatedly addressing
the subluxation secondary to compensatory muscular
recruitment without resolution until, perhaps the infant is
no longer feeding at breast or on bottle.
On the other hand, surgically intervening by releasing the
taut frena will not necessarily result in improved oral motor
function if the subluxation (segmental motor dysfunction)
is interfering with the infant’s ability to gape widely or
extend at the base of the cranium.
The authors would also like to point out that there are
certainly other unexplored areas of consideration including
the epigenetic effects of ankyloglossia or other tethered oral
tissues, in-utero constraint resulting in fascial restriction
and potential segmental dysfunction on the fetus as well as
the epigenetic effects of birth trauma and dysfunctional oral
motor function on the neonate.
It is critical for inter-collegial discourse and professional
development of an inclusive evaluation and differential
diagnosis so that the treatment planning and goals are
prioritized and collaboratively delivered to have the best
outcome for the dyad.7,36,37,38
Discussion
Over the past five years, the lead author has worked in a
breastfeeding medical office and has cared for more than
2,000 neonates and infants in a multidisciplinary and
collaborative setting with IBCLC’s, nurses and a medical
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physician. A birth history was obtained from the parents
of each infant. Every one of these parents reported a chief
complaint associated with structural issues in the head
and neck while also having feeding difficulties. Some had
been previously diagnosed with an anterior tongue tie,
or posterior tongue tie (or other oral frena restricting the
normal action of the lips, tongue or cheeks), as well as some
having no apparent tongue or other oral frena restricting
oral motor function, yet were experiencing oral motor
dysfunction.39,48 Some had undergone a surgical procedure
that released the tethering oral tissues but had no pre or
post-surgical manual or chiropractic care and experienced
no improvement in breastfeeding.
There is much debate on the prevalence and incidence of
posterior tongue tie.49-52 Based on published observations,
the current research and the author’s clinical observation,
there is an unexplored incidence of mild to severe mechanical
birth stress, strain, and trauma in the infant population
which might explain the rise in infant feeding difficulties
that can occur with or without other comorbidities like a
posterior tongue tie or other tethered oral tissues.20,38
Based on these observations, it is critical to differentially
diagnose the reasons for breast feeding difficulties. A
biomechanical injury to the head and neck should not
be confused with a “posterior tongue tie” or any other
anatomical restriction of the oral structures by ligamentous
structure.20,26,53,54,55,56 There is mounting research40 and
clinical evidence that a significant cause of infant feeding
dysfunction can occur due to abnormal forces during labor
and delivery on the cranium, hyoid bone, and cervical
spine, which can often masquerade as a “posterior tongue
tie.” The hyoid, for example, when restricted by a nuchal
cord, can result in a change in the muscular action of the
muscles of the floor of the mouth, the neck and the tongue,
as well as the muscles that influence the range of motion
at the craniocervical junction.36 The position and range of
extension and elevation of the tongue can be reduced as a
result of hyoid displacement. This may give the appearance
of a tongue tie but is actually a “faux tie” (as coined by
Hazelbaker)57 and the hyoid should be mobilized before
assessing tongue function. Failure to assess and address
biomechanical dysfunction can lead to an unnecessary or
premature surgery and/or poor surgical outcome, resulting
in continued feeding dysfunction.7,36,37,38
Many health professionals interfacing with these infants
are not trained how to assess breastfeeding mechanics or
appropriately refer infants with biomechanical dysfunction
contributing to breastfeeding dysfunction for treatment.
Chiropractic physicians are well positioned to educate
the public and professional communities on this topic. A
literature review of chiropractic care for breastfeeding
newborns was performed in 2015 which briefly touched on
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the topic of birth trauma as a contributing factor.25 Further
investigation and a review of the literature on the topic of
birth trauma and associated infant feeding dysfunction is
warranted.

dysfunction or when considering a tethered oral tissue
as the primary diagnosis not only for the preservation of
the breastfeeding relationship but in consideration of the
infants overall development.

Just as there is much debate on the prevalence and incidence
of posterior tongue tie and safety and necessity for their
surgical release,40,58,59 there also seems to be a large debate
on the necessity, safety, and efficacy of infant chiropractic
care.60,61 (One must remember to compare the forces of
labor and delivery as well as the interventions employed
to the forces used during the infant chiropractic adjustment
which is recommended to be performed with 1/10th of the
force used for adult manipulation.)28

Conclusion
Based on the current research and the authors’ clinical
experience, there seems to be higher than reported
prevalence and incidence of mild to moderate and moderate
to severe mechanical birth stress, strain, and trauma in the
infant population. A potential rise in birth stress, strain,
and trauma, with or without ankyloglossia, may be another
explanation of the increasing number of infant feeding
difficulties and should not be misdiagnosed or mistreated
as a posterior tongue tie. This misdiagnosis or the failure to
recognize a concomitant situation could result in a less than
optimal outcome. Due to the paucity of research available
on both topics, the question remains unanswered as to
whether there is a current exponentially growing number of
children with the structural occurrence of posterior tongue
tie or if there is a failure to recognize mild to moderate
birth trauma sequelae like (breast) feeding dysfunction.
Without reaching a collaborative consensus, there is the
risk of normalizing anatomical variants or mechanically
induced dysfunction interfering with breastfeeding instead
of creating an avenue of support for the breastfeeding dyad.

Furthermore, the adjustment is an appropriate therapeutic
intervention to treat an upper cervical strain and sprain
injury or subluxation complex.28,30,60,61 It is apparent that
without adequate care and early intervention, these upper
cervical “conditions” resulting from postural loading
mechanisms are not self-limiting and continue as an
adaptation from normal. These spinal and cranial structural
adaptations will potentially perpetuate into other sequela
thus leading to less than optimal neural and structural
function and in the infant, potentially compromise their
development.62-66
Mechanical stress and strain to the cranium and vertebral
column needs to be considered in the top differential
diagnosis when considering the cause of feeding

Further research and investigation on the mechanism of mild
to moderate mechanical birth stress, strain, and trauma’s (as
well as the posterior tongue tie’s) effect on infant feeding
function and overall development is warranted.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: to assess one-week outcomes of manual therapy by chiropractors for infants with musculoskeletal
dysfunction and suboptimal infant breastfeeding (SIB), using the MIBAQ (Musculoskeletal Infant Breastfeeding
Questionnaire). Methods: This was a descriptive cohort study. Volunteer chiropractors who frequently treat infants
with musculoskeletal dysfunctions enrolled eligible infants within a two-month study period. Mothers of infants ≤ 3
months currently or recently breastfeeding presenting for care in the participating office were eligible. Mothers who
declined to participate were excluded. The primary outcome was MIBAQ change from pre-treatment to one week
later. A secondary measure was the Patient’s Global Impression of Change. Results: A total of 72 participants from
six chiropractic offices completed the pre-survey; 35 (49%) completed both pre- and post-survey. The MIBAQ scores
improved highly significantly (p < .000) from pre- to post-treatment and were significantly correlated with the PGIC
(Pearson correlation=.408; p=.021). Conclusions: These results demonstrate that the MIBAQ appears to be clinically
responsive to changes in SIB-related symptoms and could facilitate larger practice-based research studies of infants
with musculoskeletal dysfunction contributing to SIB. In this study, significant clinical change was reported by
mothers of infants with SIB after one week of chiropractic manual therapy.
Key Words: suboptimal breastfeeding, outcome assessment tool, chiropractic.
Introduction
Exclusive breastfeeding for the first six months of life has
been recommended by authorities worldwide.1,2 The World
Health Organization further states that breastfeeding in
combination with age-appropriate foods should continue
until the child is at least two years old.2 Breastfeeding that
does not meet the minimum medical recommendation
is termed suboptimal infant breastfeeding (SIB),3 and
the current prevalence of SIB is reported at 44% with SIB
correlated to 16% of child and 78% of maternal excess
deaths annually.2,4
Although the numbers are daunting, women continue to
seek and utilize alternative forms of providing nutrients to
their children with a list of reasons as varied as the mothers
themselves.5,6 On the community level and policy level,
physicians, nurses, and chiropractors along with public
health agencies such as the US Preventative Services Task
Force (USPSTF) continue to encourage breastfeeding.7,8
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Biomechanically, authorities in the nursing and lactation
consultation professions are identifying and addressing
the role of musculoskeletal issues such as positioning the
infant at the breast9,10 and soft tissue dysfunctions, like
ankyloglossia (tongue-tie)11 and congenital torticollis9 as
causes of SIB.3 Providers across disciplines are beginning to
emphasize correcting those factors that may interfere with
infants’ suckling8 leading to decreased breastfeeding for
optimal infant nutrition.
To further identify factors affecting SIB, clinicians may
utilize outcome assessment tools (OATs) to identify effective
treatments and practices. Identifying and understanding
factors important to patients allows clinicians to assess the
quality of services provided.12 Outcome measures focus on
identifying the effect of a condition on a patient’s health
status as well as the effectiveness of treatment strategies on
that condition. The Musculoskeletal Infant Breastfeeding
Assessment Questionnaire (MIBAQ) is an outcome measure
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designed to address condition-specific detail related to SIB
in infants.
Hawk et. al8 presented the original MIBAQ form where
23 questions over four domains (i.e., latching, sucking,
swallowing, and symmetry) and one global domain were
identified as related to the mechanics of nursing. However,
in the study Hawk et. al8 recognized five questions where
greater than 50% of participants marked “never or seldom.”
The investigators believed the items were either nonrelevant or unable to be understood by the patients and
chose to streamline the document. In response, 10 items
were removed from the original MIBAQ form leading to
the development of the MIBAQ-S form. The purpose of
this multi-site cohort study was to present a streamlined
version of the MIBAQ and assess outcomes of manual
therapy interventions used to relieve symptoms of SIB.
Methods
This was an observational pilot cohort study conducted
in multiple chiropractic clinics in the U.S. and Canada.
Its purpose was to assess one-week outcomes of manual
therapy by chiropractors for infants with musculoskeletal
dysfunction and suboptimal infant breastfeeding
(SIB), using the Musculoskeletal Infant Breastfeeding
Questionnaire-Short Form (MIBAQ-SF).8
Informed consent
The lead institution’s Institutional Review Board approved
the project prior to data collection. Participating mothers
signed an informed consent form prior to completing
forms. All other data were collected anonymously using ID
numbers only.

treatment MIBAQ-SF forms. Treating clinicians filled out
a pre-treatment form providing information of previous
and concurrent treatment of the infant and a post-treatment
form providing information on treatment and discharge.
The office staff in each participating office provided the
SurveyMonkey (v.25) link to the patients at intake and at a
one-week follow-up interval. Data were downloaded from
SurveyMonkey by the lead institution electronically at the
end of the study period.
Data collection period
The data collection period was three months. Data were
collected immediately before the infant’s first visit, prior
to treatment, and at a one-week interval following the first
visit while attending a subsequent visit. The determination
to utilize a one-week interval was based on prior experience
and the investigators’ clinical experience that some
improvement would likely be apparent at one week.
Outcome measures
We assessed outcomes using two instruments:
1. MIBAQ-SF (Musculoskeletal Infant Breastfeeding
Assessment Questionnaire—Short Form). We based this
on the original MIBAQ,8 deleting questions to which
respondents had indicated “never” or that duplicated
questions in the same domain, to streamline the form to
facilitate mothers responding. This resulted in 13 questions
covering the domains related to the mechanics of nursing
(latching, sucking, swallowing, and symmetry) and one
global domain (Table 1). The MIBAQ-SF, like the MIBAQ,
uses a Likert scale of 0-3, where 0=never or seldom; 1=
sometimes; 2=often; 3=very often or always.

Participating clinics
We invited Doctors of Chiropractic (DCs) who self-reported
experience in treating infants with suboptimal breastfeeding
to participate. The resulting sample of convenience was
composed of those DCs who agreed to participate.

Domain

Item

Latching

1. Slips off nipple
2. Latches on the tip of nipple area only
3. Bites or chomps on nipple
4. Can’t open mouth widely

Participating maternal-infant dyads
Participating clinics were instructed to enter maternalinfant dyads into the study using these eligibility criteria:
Inclusion criteria: Consecutively presenting mothers
of currently breastfeeding infants age ≤ 3 months
presenting for nursing difficulties at the participating
clinic during the 2-month study period.
Exclusion criteria: Mother declining participation by
refusal to fill out the forms.

Sucking

5. Starts and stops nursing during a feeding
6. Falls asleep during feeding
7. Sucking sounds not rhythmic
8. Baby does not empty breast when feeding

Swallowing

9. Milk spills out of mouth, gags or makes
clicking or whistling sound while nursing
10. Excessive gas, burping, spitting up

Symmetry

11. Difficulty latching on one breast
more than the other
12. Turns head to one side more frequently
or more easily
13. Wants to nurse almost constantly

Data Collection
All data besides consent-to-participate forms were
collected electronically utilizing SurveyMonkey (nonHIPPA compliant software). Participants (eligible mothers
of infant patients) completed medical history and pre-

Global
Global

Table 1. MIBAQ-SF domains and items.
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2. Patient Global Impression of Change (PGIC). We included
this instrument to assess the MIBAQ-SF’s sensitivity to
clinical change. The PGIC’s validity and reliability have been
established for measuring clinical response to treatment,
and it is widely used in healthcare research.13,14 The PGIC is
administered post-treatment only. However, because it is a
global measure, it is designed to be combined with domainspecific instruments. It consists of a seven-item Likert scale
about the patient’s self-report of their response to treatment
in which 7=very much better, 6=much better, 5=a little
better, 4=no change, 3=a little worse, 2=much worse and
1=very much worse. We adapted the PGIC for this study
by asking the mother to check the box for how her baby’s
breastfeeding is now, compared to before treatment at this
office.
The pre- and post-forms were identical except that the
Patient Global Impression of Change was included in the
post-MIBAQ. Investigators took a conservative approach
to scoring, imputing all missing values as 0, which would
indicate that the symptom was never/seldom present.
Data management and analysis
Data were downloaded directly to SPSS (v.25) from
SurveyMonkey for statistical analysis. Total MIBAQ scores
were computed by summing all 13 items’ responses; the
possible range would be 0-39, with lower scores indicating
fewer symptoms of nursing dysfunction. Total pre- and
post-MIBAQ-SF scores were compared using a paired t-test.
Further analysis included comparison of the overall change
score (difference between mean pre- and post-MIBAQ total
scores) to the mean PGIC score using a Pearson correlation.
Results
A total of 72 participants (mother-infant dyads) from six
chiropractic offices completed the pre-survey. There were
34 (47%) boy and 27 (38%) girl infants, with 11 infants with
missing data for gender (15%). For previous and concurrent
care, 50 (69%) mothers reported seeing a lactation consultant
(11 missing data, 15%); 15 of these were still seeing the
consultant and 35 were not. Forty-one (57%) infants had
previously been diagnosed with tongue-tie and 23 (32%)
had received medical treatment for it. The six participating
DCs for the 72 participating dyads completed post surveys
on treatment and discharge for 54 (72%).
Total MIBAQ-SF score*
Pre18.8

Post12.2

Pre- to post- change
6.6			

Significance
p= .000

*Maximum score= 39;
lower score indicates better nursing function.

Table 2. Pre-post MIBAQ-SF scores from paired samples
t-test (n=35).
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For outcome measures, 35 (49%) mothers completed
both pre- and post-survey and six clinicians provided
post-treatment information for 53 (74%) of patients.
For participants, the MIBAQ scores improved highly
significantly (p < .000) from pre- to post (Table 2). The
MIBAQ-SF change scores were significantly correlated
with the PGIC (Pearson correlation=.408; p=.021). Table 3
shows the PGIC scores; the mean score was 5.5 one week
from baseline. Clinicians who provided data reported the
average number of treatments within the 1-week timeframe
for each patient was 2.4 treatments.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

18% — very much better
30% — much better
36% — a little better
14% — no change
2% — a little worse
0% — much worse
0% very much worse

Table 3. PGIC Scores at One
Week from Baseline.
Discussion
Suboptimal infant breastfeeding is a multifactorial issue
as varied as the patients themselves.3 Musculoskeletal
issues have been identified by authorities in the lactation
counseling profession as interfering with breastfeeding.3,15,16
Measuring latch is completed by a lactation consultant and
there are five screening tools utilized by lactation specific
professionals: BREAST Feed Observation Form, Lactation
Assessment Tool, LATCH Scoring System, MotherBaby Assessment Tool, and Mother-Infant Breastfeeding
Progress Tool. Chiropractors do not have the ability to
complete a thorough assessment of latch, indicating a
need for professionals in the chiropractic realm to have an
assessment tool. The initial MIBAQ8 was introduced as a
method of measuring SIB without measuring latch, creating
a method for practitioners to gain inter- and intra-personal
information regarding breastfeeding beyond lactation
consultants.
Following data analysis of the original MIBAQ8 investigators
believed the form could be streamlined, leading to the
development of the MIBAQ-SF. The MIBAQ-SF appears to
be a feasible outcome assessment tool to use in a chiropractic
clinic specializing in infant care for the purposes of treating
SIB. The MIBAQ-SF also appears to be sensitive to change.
In this pilot study we compared pre- and post-treatment
scores to the PGIC a known reliable, sensitive, and
previously validated tool.13,14 The PGIC is a global measure
of change, and recommendation for utilizing the measure is
to use it in combination with a condition specific measure
such as the MIBAQ-SF.13,14
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This study was not to determine effective strategies for
management of SIB, but to investigate the outcome measure,
MIBAQ-SF, and determine if it is valid and sensitive
to change. Further investigation into specific strategies
utilizing the MIBAQ-SF is an option for a later date.

criteria during the study timeframe. There is no accounting
for failure to provide data from the other nine clinicians.
Future research might include a post-study questionnaire
to determine factors that may have influenced clinician
compliance.

During this study 50% of mothers completed both the preand post- forms. Reasons for the low follow-up rate were
not provided by practitioners, but it is likely patients were
not presented with the correct link to the online survey at
the one-week follow-up. Follow-up was also made difficult
using a non-HIPPA compliant form of SurveyMonkey. The
decision to use the two number month and date of birth for
the infant caused difficulty through multiple patients with
the same date of birth and in one case a pair of twins. Further
study would necessitate the use of a HIPPA compliant
format that would allow for data collection linked to each
patient and doctor.

Although not the main purpose of the study, clinicians were
asked to provide data regarding the number of treatments
each infant received from pre- to post- reporting of the
MIBAQ-SF. Conclusions regarding the optimal number of
treatments necessary to report a change in the MIBAQ-SF
were unable to be drawn during this study due to insufficient
reporting of the number of treatments during the study
period. The average number of treatments provided to
participants was 2.4. However, only six clinicians provided
post-treatment information on 53 patients (74%). Future
research should include the use of the MIBAQ-SF combined
with the number of treatments provided to aid clinicians
developing optimal goals for patients and their mothers.

Strengths
Instrument appeared easy to use and demonstrated clinical
responsiveness.
Limitations
Anonymous data collection was more difficult due to the
use of a non-HIPPA compliant version of SurveyMonkey.
Duplicate patient identification numbers were utilized by
mothers at numerous clinics, and follow-up data analysis
included linking patient identification numbers to clinician
identification numbers. Future research would necessitate
the use of a HIPAA compliant format for data collection.
Another limitation to the study was inconsistent data
recording from clinicians as a low number of clinicians
provided data during the two-month study period. Eighteen
clinicians opted to participate in the study and seven
provided data for 72 participating mothers. Two clinicians
communicated they did not have patients fitting inclusion

Conclusions
These results demonstrate that the MIBAQ appears to be
clinically responsive to changes in SIB-related symptoms
and could facilitate larger practice-based research studies
of infants with musculoskeletal dysfunction contributing to
SIB. In this study, significant clinical change was reported
by mothers of infants with SIB utilizing the MIBAQ-SF after
one week of chiropractic manual therapy.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to examine the impact sleep quality of autistic children had on parental stress levels.
Parental report was collected from five mothers who had children who had previously been diagnosed on the
autism spectrum. Parents were recruited from a small sensory gym while their children were participating in class.
The modified Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire (CSHQ) and Parental Stress Scale were utilized to collect data.
Consistent with previous research it appeared that sleep problems in autistic children correlated with increased
parent stress levels as reported on the Parental Stress Scale. Maladaptive bedtime behaviors had a significant
correlation with parent’s stress levels compared to other aspects of the modified CSHQ. The results of this study
should be utilized with previous research to provide evidence for the inclusion of sleep as an intervention focus for
autistic children. Interventions aimed at helping these children improve their quality of sleep could help decrease
the amount of stress seen in parents.
Key terms: autism, autism spectrum disorder, ASD, sleep, parent, parent stress.
Introduction
Sleep in Autistic Children and Impact on Parental Stress
Sleep is a necessity for all human beings and is required to
adequately function in daily life. Sleep quality can impact
one’s physical health, quality of life, safety, and mental
health.1 Without adequate sleep, people may have difficulty
controlling their emotions and behavior during the day. For
children, this may lead to difficulties in school.
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a prevalent disorder
impacting 1 in 44 children in the United States.2 ASD
is characterized as a developmental disability caused
by differences in the brain that lead to communication,
social, and stereotyped behavioral problems impacting
the individual’s daily life.3 The disorder is described as
a spectrum disorder as children can benefit from tiered
support in a variety of skill areas. ASD is usually diagnosed
in children around age two but can also occur earlier or
later in development depending on symptom severity.3 The
autism community has started to recognize use of identityfirst language (autistic child) to be used instead of personfirst language to fully embrace autistic identity. An autistic
child can display problems in different settings such as
school versus at home. While ASD can significantly impact
a child’s life, it can also have a unique impact on the lives of
the child’s parents.
Considering the amount of care autistic children require
and the energy parents may expend communicating with
their child, Dabrowska and Pisula (2010) found parents of
autistic children appear to have a higher level of stress in
comparison to parents of children with Down Syndrome
(DS) or typical development (TD).4 Differences between
parents of autistic children and DS included stressors related
to dependency (p>.0001), life span care (p<.0001), and limits
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on family opportunity (p<.0001).4 Having an autistic child
appears to lead to additional stress surrounding their care
and reliance on a parental figure. Different characteristics
and the severity of the child’s manifestation of ASD can also
impact parental stress. Communication and social skills
appear to be significant indicators for higher parental stress
levels because of the impact it has on the child-parent bond.5
With the increased prevalence of ASD, it will be important
to address the connection of stress and sleep in both the
autistic child and the parent.
Problem Statement
Poor sleep patterns experienced in autistic children, have
been linked to increased behavioral problems during the
day.6 Autistic children who had poor sleep quality showed
an increase in hyperactivity, physical aggression, inattention,
and irritability.6 This escalation in symptoms exacerbated
the parent’s stress level leading to more difficulties for
both the child and the parent. The relationship between
poor sleep of the child, increased problem behaviors, and
parent’s stress becomes a perpetual cycle. The prolonged
stress can create health problems for the parents.
Autistic children often exhibit sleep difficulties which
increase maladaptive daytime behaviors and this impacts
parental stress leading to poor health outcomes for
parents. Increased, prolonged parental stress can be
related to decreased health-related quality of life (QoL).7 In
comparison to parents of children with TD, health related
QoL for parents of autistic children was diminished, which
may have been impacted by the increased daytime behaviors
seen in autistic children who had poor sleep quality. There
appears to be a high correlation of stress with the increased
number of health-related problems for parents with autistic
children. According to Reed et al. (2016), parents of autistic
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children also reported a higher amount of physical health
problems related to immune function.7 High stress can also
lead to cardiovascular disease which perpetuates the strain
on these parents.8
Methodology
This literature review includes scholarly, peer-reviewed
articles found from multiple databases. Key words during
searches included autism, autism spectrum disorder,
parent stress, sleep, family stress, sleep quality, and sensory
processing. Sources were included that included scientific
information and focused on autistic children and their
parents’ stress levels. Sources were excluded that focused
on autistic adults’ sleep quality, sibling stress, or personal
reports. Data were summarized in narrative to explore the
impact sleep quality in autistic children has on parents’
stress levels.
Literature Review
Sleep in Autistic Children and Typical Development
Many studies have looked to examine if quality of life is
impacted in a variety of ways in autistic children. The sleep
quality of these children is an emerging area of interest.
Researchers have begun to investigate the differences in
sleep quality and behavior in autistic children and those with
typical development (TD). Sounders et al. (2009) conducted a
descriptive cross-sectional study to examine the prevalence
of sleep problems in autistic children and TD.9 Parent report
measures and actigraphy, an electronic device measuring
objective sleep data, were utilized to gather data. Autistic
children showed significant differences on sleep behaviors
such as sleep terrors (p=.009), bed wetting (p=.035), and
bruxism (p=.002).9 The study revealed children in the ASD
group had a 66.1% prevalence rate for sleep disturbances,
while the children with TD only had a 45% rate.9
In a study conducted by Krakowiak, Goodlin-Jones, HertzPicciotoo, and Croen (2008), similar differences between
autistic children and TD were also found.10 Sleep problems
were seen “frequently” (p<.0001) or “always” (p<.05) in
53% of autistic children compared to 32% of children with
TD. Autistic children appeared to sleep on average an hour
less than their peers with TD (p<.0001). The study also
found more autistic children (24%) had problems with
onset of sleep compared to children with TD (9%). Night
wakings were also more common for the autistic children
than the children with TD (p=.001).10 Both studies revealed
the significant difference in sleep behavior and quality in
children with and without ASD.
Characteristics of Sleep in Autistic Children
Researchers have begun to examine what leads to autistic
children having poor sleep quality and what areas of sleep
are impacted. The Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire
(CSHQ) is a parent report measure examining nine
1908

domains of sleep behavior such as bedtime resistance
and sleep onset delay.11 With many researchers utilizing
the CSHQ, similarities between studies have emerged.11-13
Characteristics of sleep that are problematic for many
autistic children are described below.
Sleep Characteristics
When (what time) a child falls asleep and how long it takes
them to fall asleep is often included in screenings for sleep
problems. Parents of autistic children list sleep onset as one
of their major concerns when it comes to their children’s
sleep habits.11 Autistic children often have problems falling
asleep often noted on parental reports on the CSHQ.11
Bedtime resistance is also often observed in autistic
children. Malow et al. (2006) additionally found bedtime
resistance as a major problem for autistic children who were
classified as poor sleepers (p<.0421).11 In another study,
Liu et al. (2006) reported 56.3% of the autistic children in
their study displayed bedtime resistance.12 These children
were also more likely to have problems with insomnia
and morning rise. Characteristics associated with bedtime
resistance included allergies, hypersensitivity, bedsharing,
and father’s sleep problems.12
Insomnias (56.3%) and parasomnias (53.3%) were also
extremely prevalent in autistic children.12 Conditions such as
asthma were associated with elevated scores for insomnias,
while younger age, use of medication, and bedtime ritual
were linked with frequent parasomnias. Gastrointestinal
problems were associated with higher prevalence of
insomnias and parasomnias.12 Factors which did not appear
to impact the child’s sleep problems included type of
ASD, severity of diagnosis, gender, bedtime and rise time,
number of family members, environmental factors, married
status of parents, and maternal education.12 Understanding
the common sleep characteristics seen in autistic children
can help researchers understand what may be causing the
increase in sleep problems.
Sensory processing
Autistic children tend to have problems with sensory
processing which can lead to increased sleep problems.13,14
Both studies have examined the impact a sensory processing
problem has on the child’s sleep quality. Reynolds et al. (2012)
reported 81% of children in their study had a significant
score in at least one quadrant on the Sensory Profile.14 When
the child scored in the sensation avoiding quadrant, there
was significant correlation with sleep problems (p=.011).
These children may find it difficult to filter sensory
information which can lead to trouble calming down to go
to bed and to sensory over-responsiveness.14 Mazurek and
Petroski (2015) also examined sensory processing and sleep
in autistic children.13 They found significant correlation
between sensory over-responsiveness and increased scores
on the CSHQ (p<.001). This arousal dysregulation may
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contribute to the sleep problems witnessed in autistic
children. Sensory over-responsiveness may interfere with
sleep quality due to the sensory stimuli present during the
sleep environment such as noise, light, and temperature.13
Sensory processing is often seen in autistic children and
further research on its connection to sleep problems is
needed.
Anxiety
Anxiety levels in autistic children are also associated
with increased maladaptive sleep behaviors. A study
was conducted to examine the impact of anxiety on sleep
problems. According to Mazurek and Petroski (2015),
anxiety appeared to have a significant negative impact on
bedtime resistance (p<.001), sleep-onset delay (p<.001),
sleep duration (p<.001), sleep anxiety (p<.02), and night
wakings (p<.001).13 Anxiety seemed to impact many of the
common sleep problems experienced by autistic children.
Malow et al. (2006) also examined anxiety levels in autistic
children.11 The Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) was used
to examine anxious symptoms expressed by the children
per parental report. They found there was a significant
increase in anxious symptoms in autistic children who
had poor sleep problems (p<.0156)11. Anxiety seems to
frequently occur in autistic children and appears to relate
to decreased sleep quality.
Impact of Sleep Quality on Autistic Children
Daytime behaviors. When a child has decreased sleep quality,
they are more likely to display increases in maladaptive
daytime behaviors. For autistic children, these increased
behaviors may be displayed as frequent and more severe
characteristics of ASD. According to Tudor, Hoffman,
and Sweeney (2012), “Sleep disturbances, problems with
sleep onset, and short sleep duration were associated with
all autism symptoms as well as overall autism severity”
(p. 258).15 Children who reported decreased quality of
sleep appeared to display more stereotyped behaviors,
social impairments, and communication difficulties. The
decreased quality of sleep appeared to increase the severity
of the characteristics of ASD.15
Mazurek and Sohl (2016) also examined how decreased
sleep impacted how the child behaved during the day.6 In
their study, the behavioral characteristics of aggression,
hostility, inattention, and hyperactivity were examined in
81 autistic children. When investigating these behaviors in
relation to scores on the CSHQ, autistic children appeared
to show increased maladaptive behaviors. Parents who
reported their children had increased daytime sleepiness,
also noted increased hyperactivity (p<.01). Nighttime
awakenings were significantly correlated with increased
physical aggression (p<.0001), inattention (p<.01), and
hyperactivity (p<.05). Children who had high levels of
sleep anxiety appeared to be more irritable during the
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day. The study also noted sleep duration and parasomnias
negatively impacted all four behaviors.6 Children who
display sleep quality impairments appear to have increased
ASD symptomology severity and increased maladaptive
behaviors during the day.6,15
Quality of life. Sleep quality can also negatively impact
quality of life (QoL). Delahaye et al. (2014) examined the
impact of sleep problems in autistic children on their
health-related quality of life (HRQoL).16 Results from the
study indicated lower HRQoL in all domains for autistic
children compared to the normative population. Physical
functioning, psychosocial function, and total functioning
were significantly lower for autistic children (p<.0001).
The children’s total score on the CSHQ correlated with
decreased total and psychosocial scores of HRQoL
(p<.0001). The child’s sleep duration appeared to have a
significant correlation on the total and psychosocial scores
of HRQoL (p<.001). This decrease in HRQoL present in
these autistic children can have an impact on their daily
lives. Delahaye et al. (2014) make note of this connection to
emphasize the role poor sleep quality can have on the QoL
of autistic children.16
Impact of Child’s Sleep on Parents
Sleep. When an autistic child sleeps poorly, it appears to impact
the parent’s sleep quality as well.17-19 Meltzer (2008) conducted
a study examining the difference in sleep of parents with
autistic children and TD.19 Participants included 20 families
with autistic children and 15 families of children with TD.
Metlzer (2008) examined the sleep of the parents by utilizing
the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), actigraphy, and
sleep diaries.19 The study revealed parents of autistic children
had poorer wake time (p<.01) and actual sleep time (p<.05)
compared to parents with TD children. Fathers of autistic
children reported earlier wake times (p<.01) and shorter sleep
duration (p<.01) compared to mothers from the same family.19
This may be due to factors other than the child’s diagnosis, such
as work schedules. Mothers reported significant differences on
the scales of actual sleep time (p<.001), sleep efficiency (p<.05),
and longest sleep period (p<.05) when compared to mothers
of TD children.19 It is to be expected if a autistic child does not
have quality sleep behaviors, it would impact the parent’s
sleep as well. Limitations from Meltzer’s study included lack
of information regarding the child’s sleep habits to examine
if a relationship existed between the child and parent’s sleep
quality.19 Hodge et al. (2013) examined the relationship
between child and parent sleep quality and found the quality
of a child’s sleep is a significant indicator for impaired maternal
sleep (p<.001).18 When a parent has poor sleep habits, they can
be at an increased risk for higher stress levels.
Stress level. Parents of autistic children are already at an
increased risk of higher stress levels.4,5 Since the autistic
child has difficulties with sleep quality, the purpose of this
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study is to examine if the child’s poor sleep quality impacts
the increased stress seen in their parents. Levin and Scher
(2016) examined the relationship between child’s sleep
quality and parent’s stress level in families with children
with and without ASD.20 The autistic children displayed
more frequent sleep problems compared to children with
TD (p=.02). The sleep domains of bedtime resistance, sleep
onset delay, sleep duration, sleep anxiety, night wakings,
and parasomnias were significantly correlated with
increased maternal stress levels.17,20 Mothers expressed
increased worry about their child’s safety during the night
compared to mothers of children with TD.20
Hodge et al. (2013) also examined the direct impact of the
sleep quality in an autistic child on maternal mental health.18
Their study examined 180 mothers and their child with half
of the participants having autistic children. In this study,
the quality of a child’s sleep was a significant indicator for
maternal mental health and maternal stress (p<.001). When
examining the participants who had children with TD,
there also appeared to be a correlation between the quality
of sleep of the TD child and mother leading to higher levels
of maternal stress (p<.001). Mothers of autistic children in
the study also reported they viewed poor sleep quality as
minor compared to other aspects of their child’s disability
as it contributes to their stress level.18 While it appeared
there was a relationship between the child’s sleep quality
and maternal stress levels, it did not seem sleep problems
were major stressors for mothers of autistic children.
Summary
An autistic child appears to have poor sleep habits when
compared with children with TD.9,10 This decreased sleep
quality seems to impact the child’s behaviors during the
day and overall quality of life.6,15 The poor sleep appears
to also impact more than just the child, but also impacts
parents. Parents of autistic children are already displaying
higher stress levels than parents of children with TD.4,5
When their child has poor sleep, it appears to impact
parents by increasing their stress levels, decreasing their
mental health, and impairing their sleep quality.17-19 This
study aims to explore the relationship between the sleep
quality of an autistic child and the impact it has on parental
stress levels to examine if sleep is a major contributor to
parental stress.
Method
Participants
Five families participated in the study. All participants who
filled out the questionnaire packet consisted of married
mothers of autistic children. Mother’s age ranged from 38
to 43 (M=40.2). Three of the mothers reported full-time or
part-time employment, while two mothers were considered
stay-at-home. The children’s age ranged from 4.5 to 12
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(M=8.3). All the children were participants in the sensory
program and were male.
Questionnaires
The modified Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire
(CSHQ) was created to distinguish sleep differences in
autistic children.21 It is a parent report measure examining
a child’s bedtime, sleep behavior, wakings during the night,
and morning wake up. The measure consists of 22 items to
be ranked on a scale from 0 (never) to 7 (always). The authors
found parts of the Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire
to be irrelevant when used with the ASD population. The
Modified CSHQ requires additional testing to examine testretest reliability, validity, and relevance, and to examine its
impact on typically developing children. The original CSHQ
developed by Owens, Spirito, and McGuinn (2000) has been
utilized in many studies to examine sleep in children.22
Psychometric properties of the original CSHQ include .78
internal consistency rate when examining a clinical sample.
The measure also had good validity which was confirmed
with the clinical sample having significantly higher or
worse scores on all subscales compared to the community
group (p<.001). The original CSHQ also showed stable testretest reliability.22
The Parental Stress Scale is a self-report measure examining
18 items about varying aspects of parenthood both positive
and negative.23 Participants rate each item on a five-point
scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). A
higher score on the scale correlates with a higher level of
stress. The scale has been examined for both parents of
children with typical and atypical development. The scale
has internal reliability of r=.83 and test-retest reliability of
.81.23 In a study conducted by Zelman and Ferro (2018),
the scale was examined for use with families of children
with chronic health conditions.24 Internal consistency
reliability was reported as a=.84, and the measure reported
good validity in comparison with another standardized
assessment.24
Procedure
This study received Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approval from Bay Path University. Approval from a local
community center was sought out as they were running
a sensory group for children with and without ASD.
The program met daily after school to provide sensory
experiences to the children involved. Parents sit outside of
the sensory gym and were asked if they would be willing to
fill out a few surveys. Parents who consented to the study
were given the demographic form, modified CSHQ, and the
Parental Stress Scale. Parents returned these forms when
they were done to the investigator. Scoring of the Parental
Stress Scale and CSHQ were completed by the researcher,
and SPSS was used to run a two-tailed Pearson correlation
test.
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Results
After parent completion of the questionnaire packets,
analysis was completed. All the children had their own
bedrooms except for one child who shared his room with
a twin. Time spent on bedtime routines with the child
varied greatly among the participants. Parents reported
spending as little as 20 minutes to over an hour with their
child to get them to fall asleep. Most participants had a
set bedtime routine which may have included putting
on pajamas, brushing teeth, reading a story, watching a
television show, and showering/bathing. Only one parent
reported their child took naps rarely, while the other
children never engaged in napping. Three parents reported
being concerned about their child’s bedtime routine or
sleep quality. The modified CSHQ scores can range from
0 to 88. For this study, the average score on the modified
CSHQ ranged from 17 to 32 (M=23.6). Child’s age was
not significantly correlated with the child’s scores on the
modified CSHQ. Child sleep duration also did not appear
to impact the parent’s reported score on the CSHQ. The
bedtime subscale had the highest scores on the modified
CSHQ when compared to the subscales of sleep behavior,
waking, and morning wake.
When parents were asked about their sleep patterns, three
parents reported having a difficult time falling asleep or
staying asleep. Scores on the Parental Stress Scale can range
from 18-90, with higher scores indicating greater stress. In
this study, parent’s scores ranged from 41 to 55 (M=47.6).
Parents agreed with the statement, “The major source
of stress in my life is my child(ren)” in four of the five
participants. Parents also reported they agreed or strongly
agreed (80%) having children has left them with little time
and flexibility in their life. The majority of the parents (80%)
agreed or strongly agreed they are satisfied as a parent
and find their children enjoyable. Parent’s scores on the
Parental Stress Score were significantly correlated with
increased scores on the bedtime subscale of the modified
CSHQ (p<.059). Parental Stress Scores were not associated
with parent age, child age, parent concern, parent sleep,
child’s total score on the modified CSHQ, or child’s sleep
duration.
Discussion
From the previous literature, autistic children often have
increased sleep difficulties.9,10 From the research study,
children did show increased difficulties with the bedtime
behavior subscale on the modified CSHQ. While the sample
size was small, there was evidence to support the presence
of sleep difficulties in autistic children. The current study
failed to confirm the sleep differences between children with
ASD or TD since a control group was not utilized. Children
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also did not appear to have decreased sleep duration unlike
findings from previously stated research. Since the current
study was not focused on children’s sleep on their daytime
behavior, there were no significant conclusions sleep has an
impact on their behavior, but much research has shown a
correlation between poor sleep quality in autistic children
and an increase in maladaptive daytime behavior.
The current study aimed to examine the relationship
between sleep quality in autistic children and the impact
it has on parental stress levels. While the participants did
not report significant sleep differences in the children,
the participants did express a slight increase in parental
stress. The participant’s score on the Parental Stress Scale
was significantly correlated with the child’s score on the
bedtime behavior subscale. This confirms findings in which
sleep quality in autistic children does have an impact on
parental stress levels.17-19 Similar to the findings of Hodge et
al. (2013), parents did not appear to rank their child’s sleep
difficulties as a significant contributor to their stress level,
but the majority of participants in this study did appear to
find their child’s sleep quality concerning.
Limitations
There were limitations in this study. The sample size (n=5)
was very small and was considered a convenience sample
based on which parents brought their children to the
sensory program. The participants also consisted of only
mothers, and the data cannot be generalized to fathers of
autistic children. With such a small sample size, the results
can only attempt to support the evidence already published
regarding child’s sleep and parent stress. The data were also
collected by parent report and consisted only of subjective
data. Future research would have to include objective data
to examine the child’s sleep quality and more in depth
questionnaires regarding parental stress.
Conclusion
When working with an autistic child, it is also important to
include the parent because they often have an increased level
of stress. Since sleep is essential and considered an activity
of daily living by the American Occupational Therapy
Association, it is important for occupational therapy
practitioners to address sleep in both the autistic child and
their parent. Starting to examine interventions which could
help an autistic child receive a better quality sleep may help
reduce parental stress. Researchers have begun to examine
the positive impact behavioral interventions have on sleep
in autistic children. With interventions being developed
to improve sleep quality in autistic children, reductions in
parent’s stress levels may appear decreasing the negative
impact stress has on parent’s quality of life.
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The chiropractic perspective on autism and sleep
Eric Epstein, DC
Kentuckiana Children’s Center, Louisville, KY
Email: drericatkcc@aol.com
Autistic children present with a multitude of symptoms
common to the syndrome. Getting to sleep, maintaining a
normal sleep cycle and quality of sleep are often problematic. Many therapeutic approaches, including medications,
nutraceutical supplementation, behavioral modification,
development of a sleep routine, harmonic resonances, and
various forms of bodywork are used with varying degrees
of success.1
Caregivers of autistic children are known to suffer stress
that often contributes to development of disease, reduced
resilience, emotional and sleep dysfunction and other
markers of poor health.2 When a parent or guardian on
whom the child depends loses capacity to continue to deliver
adequate care, both parties suffer and decline.
When individuals are subjected to protracted stress, there is
increased sympathetic tone and diminished parasympathetic
tone.3 When an individual is in a prolonged state of fight-orflight, the stress on the nervous system also reduces immune
responses, contributes to chronic inflammation (and,
therefore, heart disease, cancer, autoimmunity, diabetes
type II and cerebrovascular disorders) and impairs cognitive
functions.4
There is no single treatment that stands alone in the
management of symptoms of autism, rather, combined
approaches act synergistically.5 At Kentuckiana Children’s
Center, clinicians employ as a foundation of care, the
chiropractic adjustment. They have found clinically that
when the adjustment is added to the treatment regimen,
responses to those therapies improve. Evidence of the
enhancing effect of the adjustment is reported subjectively
by parents, teachers, other therapists and physicians and

extended family members. Parents report improvements in
autonomic processes such as sleep.
While the effects of chiropractic adjustments are subject
to ongoing research, it is thought that spinal adjustments
have a modulating effect on the autonomic nervous system.
Mechanism of action of the effects of the adjustment were
proposed by Seaman and Winterstein in 1998.6 These authors
conclude that “joint complex dysfunction should be included
in the differential diagnosis of pain and visceral symptoms
be-cause joint complex dysfunction can often generate
symptoms which are similar to those produced by true
visceral disease.” They demonstrate how dysafferentation
may provoke autonomic concomitants that can enhance
sympathetic activity. Other studies demonstrate activation
of parasympathetic activity and other neuromodulatory
effects with spinal manipulative treatment.7-10
A common feature among spectrum children is selfinjurious behaviors. These may appear has head banging,
biting themselves and clawing at skin. Whether these behaviors are uncontrolled tics or whether they may be a
reaction to not being understood, or not getting something
they want, the behaviors provoke pain and anxiety, which
can contribute to sleep disturbances. The adjustment may
reduce pain and stress, and therefore, allow for a better
night’s sleep.11
When sleep improves for the autistic child after introducing
chiropractic adjustments, not only does that child have
reduced stress, but so does the caregiver. Improved quality
of sleep contributes to better capacity to perform throughout
the day. The caregiver, then, has better quality of life and can
provide more effectively for the child.
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Introduction
In recent years the emerging study of sleep science has
established that sleep is one of the cornerstones of health
in adults and children. Poor sleep quality and quantity
can have deleterious effects on child development in
the following areas: physical growth, immune function,
cognitive development, behavior, emotional regulation,
attention, memory, learning, speech and language
development, and sensory integration. Poor sleep
predisposes adults to myriad negative health outcomes
as well, such as depression, hypertension, type 2 diabetes,
asthma, allergy, and cardiovascular disease.1 Sleep problems
are reported in up to 80% of children and up to 50% of
adults with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) making this
an issue that affects the ASD population and their caregivers
across the lifespan.2 The author of the main manuscript
conducted a small study, which revealed that improvement
in sleep quality and quantity has positive outcomes for
both patient and caregiver. The purpose of this paper is to
review common causes of sleep disturbance in ASD and
highlight naturopathic treatment options for improved
sleep outcomes.
Physiology of Sleep disturbances in ASD
Sleep disturbances fall into two categories: Insomnia and
Circadian Sleep-Wake disorder. Insomnia is defined as
the difficulty falling or staying asleep. Circadian SleepWake disorder is defined by difficulty aligning the timing
of the sleep wake cycle.3 Sleep disorders are regulated by
exogenous processes like sleep environment, sleep hygiene,
and routine, or endogenous processes like hormone and
neurotransmitters production and regulation, and the
gut microbiome.3 Successful interventions depend on
determining which process, or combination of processes
are implicated in each person’s sleep disorder. This personcentered approach requires thorough biomedical assessment
and patient specific intervention.
Sleep Hygiene and Environmental Factors
Establishing successful sleep habits can be challenging for
the ASD population but is essential in obtaining adequate
sleep for children and caregivers. Sleep hygiene has an
important role in sleep quality and quantity, especially
when established early in childhood.4 Establishing a regular
bedtime routine, even on weekends, prohibiting television
in the bedroom, and eliminating caffeinated drinks are
important tenets of sleep hygiene.4 It is also important for
parents of children with ASD to closely monitor and curb
access to electronic media devices such as tablets, smart
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phones, and computers. Access to these devices, especially
in the bedroom, results in shorter sleep duration and
daytime sleepiness when compared with those who did not
have bedroom access.5 Studies show that children with ASD
spend more time playing video games rising to the level of
“problematic” video game use than their non-ASD peers.5
Neurotransmitters
Transition from the sleep-wake cycle is regulated by
a complex interplay between neurotransmitters and
hormones. Sleep promotion is governed by gabaaminobutyric acid (GABA) and melatonin. Arousal and
wakefulness are governed by serotonin, acetylcholine and
glutamate.
GABA is an inhibitory neurotransmitter important for
transition into sleep. A recent study found a reduction in
GABA-A receptors in people with ASD caused disruption
in sleep-wake behaviors.6 Perhaps as important as adequate
levels of GABA and function of the GABA receptors, is the
balance between GABA’s inhibitory effect and glutamate’s
excitatory effect. These two neurotransmitters act in tandem
to function as a “switch” to transition between sleep and
wakefulness, so balance here is key for optimum sleep.7
Melatonin is the other sleep promoting neurotransmitter.
Melatonin is produced in the pineal gland in response to
light/dark exposure. Disruptions in metabolism and/or
production of melatonin are common in the ASD population
and are implicated in sleep disturbances.8 Other studies
show that some individuals with ASD produce lower levels
of melatonin than typical night-time levels causing delayed
transition into sleep.9 Exposure to blue light from electronics,
especially in the hours before bedtime, suppresses melatonin
and can further contribute to sleep disturbances.10
Acetylcholine is necessary for rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep which is highly active in the developing brain.
Acetylcholine is markedly reduced in ASD.11 In a small study,
it was concluded that children benefitted from improving
acetylcholine levels by inhibiting acetylcholinesterase, which
resulted in improved outcomes in REM sleep, behavior, and
attention.12
Cortisol Dysregulation in ASD
Many children with ASD have a dysfunctional
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis contributing to
abnormal cortisol patterns. The HPA axis releases cortisol
from the adrenal cortices in response to stress. Typically,
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cortisol is released in a binaural fashion. It is highest in the
morning, decreasing throughout the day and at its lowest
level in the evening. Studies have shown that children with
ASD have higher evening cortisol13 and lower morning
cortisol levels14 contributing to blunted diurnal slope in
comparison to neurotypical children.13 The research has
shown that there is no difference in cortisol output between
neurotypical children and children with ASD. This suggests
that HPA axis dysfunction may be due to an accumulation
of stress throughout the day, which leads to the increased
evening cortisol levels seen in children with ASD.14 In
addition, increased cortisol response in children with
ASD has been associated with increased stress response,
sensory sensitivity, and anxiety.15 Abnormal cortisol levels
due to dysfunctional HPA axis contributes to various
symptoms associated with the ASD diagnosis, such as sleep
disturbances, anxiety, sensory overload, hyperactivity, OCD,
perseverations, aggression, weight issues, etc.
Gut Microbiota and Sleep in ASD
Many children with ASD have imbalances in their gut
microbiome. Candida overgrowth, parasitic infections, and
bacterial imbalances in the gut microbiome can be found in
children with ASD. Differences in sensory patterns resulting
in restricted eating, altered ability to fend off gut infections,
and increased intestinal permeability are all common in
the ASD population.16 Emerging research demonstrates the
necessity of a healthy gut for the production of serotonin
and its effect on the gut-brain axis. For example, sleep
disturbances that occur around the lunar cycle may be due to
parasitic activity based on our body’s natural fluctuation in
serotonin and melatonin levels. Around the full moon, more
serotonin is produced and parasites respond to elevated
serotonin production with increased activity.17 In addition,
candida albicans may increase production of serotonin in the
intestines at the expense of decreasing serotonin production
in the brain.18 Therefore, alterations in gut microbiome may
negatively affect serotonin production and metabolism and
therefore impact sleep regulation in those with ASD.
Seizures and Sleep in ASD
It is estimated that 2/3 of children with ASD will have
abnormal EEG findings. 1/3 will be diagnosed with epilepsy
and demonstrate typical signs of seizure activity. The other
1/3 may have subclinical EEG changes with no outward
signs of seizure activity.19 Abnormal electrical discharge and
seizures can negatively affect sleep and should be assessed
in children with an ASD diagnosis. Given that a third of
children with autism do not have a diagnosis of epilepsy, but
are experiencing subclinical EEG changes, this underlying
cause of sleep disturbance often goes undiagnosed. Causes
of abnormal EEG findings in the ASD population can include
metabolic disturbances, mitochondrial disorders, cerebral
folate deficiency, inflammation, and genetic disorders.20
Sleep disorders and epilepsy (abnormal neural discharges)
1920

have a reciprocal relationship. Disordered sleep, common
in ASD, predisposes this population to abnormal neural
discharges, and conversely abnormal neural discharges can
cause or exacerbate sleep disorders.21 Therefore, if a child
with ASD is experiencing sleep disturbances it is important
to rule out seizure activity.
Naturopathic Interventions for Sleep in ASD
While most pediatricians recognize the prevalence of sleep
disorders in the ASD population, after sleep hygiene is
addressed, pharmacologic intervention is the next step of
intervention.22 Naturopathic interventions provide safe
and effective alternatives to pharmacologic solutions for
those whom medications were not successful and/or those
looking for natural alternatives to prescription interventions.
After extensive biomedical testing to determine functional
levels of gut dysbiosis, neurotransmitters, hormones, and
nutritional status, appropriate supplementation can restore
homeostasis.
Practitioners can balance neurotransmitter levels directly by
appropriate supplementation. Levels can also be altered by
supplementation of cofactors and food sources that support
the body’s ability to produce neurotransmitters naturally.
GABA requires B6 for its synthesis so ensuring adequate
levels of B6 is an important consideration for treatment.23
Vitamin D, magnesium, and zinc should also be considered
to support optimal GABA levels.24 Lactobacillus plantarum
and Lactobacillus brevis are helpful in reestablishing healthy
gut flora and have also been found to increase the conversion
of GABA from glutamate.25 In this way Lactobacillus can
act to indirectly support sleep via two mechanisms. Food
sources of GABA include fermented soy and milk products,
although children with food sensitives or allergies to milk
or soy should continue to eliminate them from their diets.26
Exercise has also been shown to increase GABA levels and
should be included as a treatment strategy to support sleep.27
Melatonin is synthesized from serotonin and both play an
important role in the sleep-wake cycle. This biochemical
pathway, starting with tryptophan, requires multiple B
vitamins including folate and Vitamin B12, as well as, zinc,
and magnesium. A well-balanced diet supports melatonin
production especially when diet is focused on vegetables,
fruits, and grains.28 Perhaps the most important way to
support melatonin production is decreasing exposure to light
sources before bed.28 Removing electronic devices like tablets,
computers, smart phones from the bedroom and limiting
their use in the hours before bedtime should be an important
part of the treatment of sleep disturbance in ASD. Decreasing
electronic use can be very beneficial for regulating cortisol. In
addition to decreasing screen time, supporting one’s adrenal
glands with the use of adequate hydration, salt, and herbal
adaptogens may be necessary to regulate cortisol patterns in
children with ASD. Ashwagandha root (Withania somnifera)
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is an herbal that can improve sleep quality and sleep onset in
those suffering from insomnia.29
Adequate levels of acetylcholine are required for restorative
REM sleep. Vitamin B5 (Pantothenic acid) is required
to produce acetylcholine in the body, so this should
be considered in treatment of sleep in ASD. Adequate
levels of vitamin B12 are also helpful in optimizing this
neurotransmitter, as well as dietary sources of choline such
as fish, eggs, beef, soybeans, and chicken breast.30
Addressing gut dysbiosis is an important part of treating
sleep in ASD as many children with ASD suffer from some
form of dysbiosis. Testing to determine levels of pathogenic
microbiota and accurately assessing imbalances should
be done at the initiation of treatment. This information
can then be used to establish an individualized treatment
plan to establish healthy flora. For yeast overgrowth,
antimicrobials such as grapefruitseed extract, pau d’arco,
and gynmena slyvestre could be considered. Grapefruitseed
extract inhibits the growth of candida biofilms.31 Pau D’arco
inhibits the biochemical process that fungi need to produce
oxygen and energy to survive.32 Gymenma Slyverstre blocks
the virulence properties of fungus by inhibiting the hyphal
growth of Candida albicans.33 In addition, Saccromyces
Boulardii, which has prebiotic and probiotic properties,
decreases candida ability to form filaments, adherence to
the intestine, and biofilm formation.34 For anti-parasitic
support, treatments may include antimicrobials herbals
such as artemisia and black walnut. Artemisia contains
artemisinin, which has potent anti-malarial and antiparasitic properties.35 A major constituent in Black Walnut,
known as Juglone, inhibits enzymes necessary for parasites
metabolic function.36 Therefore, antimicrobial herbals
against the specific germ can be effective at reestablishing a
healthy microbiome and improve symptoms.
For those children with ASD who have abnormal EEG
activity as a causal factor, identifying the underlying cause
is paramount. Once causal factors are identified, personcentered treatment can be utilized to remediate specific
processes. In general, people with abnormal EEG activity
benefit from adopting a ketogenic diet given its ability
to calm neuroinflammation.37 Nutritional interventions
may be beneficial in treating epileptic encephalopathies
including Taurine, Vitamin B6, Magnesium, Omega 3 fatty
acids, L-Carnosine, and Folinic acid.38 Identifying and
treating cerebral folate deficiency with Folinic acid can help
remediate metabolic causes of sleep disturbances in ASD.39

Further attention should be given to nutritional deficiencies
of iron and magnesium levels in children with ASD
experiencing sleep disturbances. Given the restrictive
diets of many children with ASD, nutrient deficiencies are
common. Research shows that while many children with
ASD have lower hematocrit, hemoglobin, and iron levels
the levels may not result in anemia.40 Ferritin levels less than
50 ng/ml have been associated with Restless Leg Syndrome
and Periodic Limb Movement Disorder in children.41 Given
that iron deficiency and ferritin levels less than 50 ng/
ml are associated with sleep disturbances, it is prudent to
assess and remediate iron deficiency in those with ASD
and sleep disturbances.42 It is important to implement iron
under the guidance of one’s physician due to the potential
of iron complicating underlying gut dysbiosis inadvertently
by “feeding” pathogenic bacteria that thrive on iron (and
reduce available iron for absorption via the gut).43 Decreased
magnesium status has been associated with ASD and sleep
disturbances. Supplementing magnesium has been found
to improve sleep quality regardless of cause.44 Magnesium
is a cofactor for the production of GABA, and this may
explain the improved sleep quality and quantity noted
with supplementation of magnesium. Magnesium also
antagonizes the NMDA (glutamate) receptor so optimizing
magnesium levels will help balance GABA/glutamate levels
needed to regulate the sleep-wake cycle.
Conclusion
Sleep disorders are prevalent in 80% of children and 50% of
adults with ASD. Sleep disorders, although very common in
ASD, have myriad causes. Using a person-centered approach
to identify and treat specific causes can provide significant
improvement in sleep outcomes. Naturopathic interventions
provide powerful ways to remediate imbalances and can
have profound effect in reducing or eliminating sleep
disorders, improving the quality of life for the individuals
with ASD and their caretakers. Interventions explored in
this paper include balancing important neurotransmitters
and hormones, treating gut dysbiosis, assessing nutritional
deficiencies, dietary interventions, and establishing good
sleep hygiene. Neurological workup should be included to
rule out seizure and subclinical seizure activity as a causal
factor for sleep disorders. In addition to topics discussed
above, mitochondrial function, food sensitivities, allergies,
enlarged tonsils/adenoids, constipation, medication
reactions, cerebral folate deficiency, blood sugar regulation,
and identification of genetic SNPs should all be considered
as part of a thorough treatment plan.
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How sensory integration disorder can
contribute to sleep disturbances in autistic children
Karen Peck, CTRS, CST, IBCLC, CSOM, QST Private Practice, South Windsor, CT
Email: karen@kidspaceadaptiveplay.com
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) are at an
increased risk for sleep disturbances, and studies indicate
that between 50 and 80% of children diagnosed on the
autistic spectrum experience sleep problems.1 One area that
is challenging for many autistic children is their ability to
receive and interpret sensory stimuli. This author will focus
on the impact that dysregulation of the sensory processing
system may have on sleep disturbances in this population
and interventions to assist with proper sleep.
Statistics published in the Journal of Pediatric Neuroscience
in 2015 reported the following instances of sleep issues in
autistic children:
• 54% displayed resistance to bedtime
• 56% experienced insomnia
• 53% suffered from parasomnias, such as sleepwalking or
night terrors
• 25% experienced sleep disordered breathing, including
sleep apnea
• 45% had difficulty waking up in the morning
• 31% experienced daytime sleepiness2
This year (2022) in a scoping review, Lane et al wrote that
“the incidence of sensory reactivity differences in autism
exceeds that in the neurotypical population. The basis of
sleep disorders in autism is multifactorial, but sensory
integration/processing concerns may play a role. Research
that investigates this interplay for autistic individuals is
limited but vital.”3
A study in the Journal of Molecular Autism examined the
relationship between sleep disturbances and sensory
sensitivities in autistic children. This study found a
correlation between tactile, visual, auditory, and oral
sensitivities and sleep disturbances in children with autism.
Tactile hypersensitivity was found to be the most frequent
cause of sleep disturbance scoring 25%.4
The study from the Journal of Pediatric Neuroscience gives a
framework for the varied presentations of sleep disturbances
experienced by autistic individuals. The reasons for these
disrupted sleep patterns are varied and are most likely caused
by neurological, physiological, and environmental factors.2
People with autism will have varied responses to stimuli but
most are classified into two categories; hypersensitivity and
hyposensitivity. A child with hypersensitivity is described
to have a heightened sensitivity to stimulation. For example,
accidentally bumping into a child may not bother a child
with a typical neurological response however this same
bumping into could be very overwhelming and disruptive
1924

to a child with tactile sensitivity. Therefore, a child going
to sleep may be overwhelmed by the feel of their pajamas
or sheets or a sibling in the same bed and this may impact
their ability to sleep. The child with hyposensitivity to tactile
input may need a weighted blanket or compression blanket
to stimulate the deep joint mechanoreceptors and help them
regulate their autonomic nervous system to fall asleep.
Each of the senses including the tactile, auditory, vestibular,
visual, olfactory, and proprioceptive have input to the
sensory system. Any or all of this input can be misinterpreted
(“jumbled up”, heightened (sensory overload) or dampened
(sensory deprivation) and any dysfunction or alteration in
“reception” can result in sleep disturbances.
Interventions should be aimed at helping the person to
normalize neurological responses to stimuli, help regulate
bodily functions and create an environment that supports
sleep.3,5
Interventions
Qi Gong Sensory Treatment
In Chinese Medicine autism is characterized by a block of
one or more of the sensory pathways and stimuli cannot be
properly received and processed. “The sensitivity of one or
more of the sensory channels disturbs the normal flow of Qi,
causing deficiencies or accumulations inside the head. These
phenomena cause the many different hyper- and hyposensitivities that autistic children show in response to touch,
pain, noise, taste, olfactory and visual stimuli.”6 Qi Gong
massage aims to clear the accumulations and strengthen
the deficiencies of Qi the child is exhibiting. This treatment
is taught to parents and supported with treatment from a
Qi Gong Sensory Treatment (QST) therapist for at least five
months. The person giving the massage uses their hands
to provide a tapping (clearing) or pressing (deep pressure)
touch down the acupuncture meridians. The person giving
the massage monitors the child’s responses and will change
the movement to help either move an energy blockage or to
fill the emptiness where the energy is not flowing.
“Research shows that pleasure and bonding with gentle
touch are mediated by tiny sensory nerves in the skin, and
when these nerves are damaged, children lose pleasure and
bonding with touch. Fortunately, the damage is reversible,
and treatment with QST for autism returns the sense of
touch to normal. This improves bonding, stimulates social
development, and eliminates autistic behavior.”7,8
Cranial Sacral Therapy
Cranial Sacral Therapy9 is a light touch therapy that aims
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to balance the craniosacral system. The cranial system is
comprised of fluid that surrounds and cushions the brain
and spinal cord, providing nutrients and removing waste
material. Treatment of this system uses light touch to release
bone and membranous restrictions. This treatment helps to
balance the autonomic nervous system.

the criteria of the Council for Exceptional Children and is
another avenue for parents to explore.11,12

The focus of CST is to enhance the movement of:
• The three fascial membrane layers surrounding the brain.
• The fluid (blood and cerebrospinal fluid) moving
through the vessels (blood/lymph) of the cranium and
throughout tissues of the central nervous system (brain
and spinal cord)
• Address adhesions, restriction or tension in areas of the
body that are adjacent to the craniosacral system causing
fascial strain that inhibits the normal cranial sacral rhythm
within the system.

Environment: Bedtime should begin at least an hour before
sleep. Have a routine that is followed nightly and supports
self-regulation. Reading books, quiet play, low lighting, no
screens and avoid giving any fruit juice or sugary treats or
desserts (even high sugar fruits, like grapes and cherries
could raise their blood sugar!).

This light work promotes improved self-regulation of the
autonomic nervous system therefore helping to normalize
many physiologic functions overall. Cranial sacral therapy
is a gentle but clinically effective modality. While gentle,
practicing craniosacral therapy requires advanced training
as it involves very specific application of very gentle
techniques which, when applied correctly, can produce very
significant results.10
Occupational Therapy – Ayers Sensory Integration
Although it is beyond the scope of this article, the Ayres
Sensory Integration intervention is one of the most frequently
requested and highly utilized interventions in autism from
the occupational therapists. This intervention has specific
requirements for therapist qualifications and the process
of therapy. A systematic review done in 2015 requesting
further rigorous research was needed was followed up in
2019 with another systematic review of studies providing
Ayres Sensory Integration therapy to children with autism
indicating that it is an evidence-based practice according to

Strategies for a better bedtime at home
Strategies to help the over responsive child to self-regulate
and soothe at bedtime:

Clothing: Allow the child to choose what feels comfortable
to sleep in. If they need to sleep without clothes, let them
sleep without clothes and keep the room comfortably warm.
Children with tactile sensitivities often are overwhelmed by
clothing. Pay attention to the fabrics they prefer and provide
them choices for bedtime.
Sheets and blankets: Try different sheet fibers and tensions.
An autistic child might prefer a weighted blanket over as
standard blanket, or they may choose to use no blanket at
all. There are even compression blankets made of lycra that
fit over the mattress and provide deep joint compression
while in bed. They are also useful in controlling excessive
movement and falling out of bed without preventing all
movement.13-15
In conclusion, therapeutic interventions may be helpful in
ameliorating the many sequelae of poor sleep (the child
and the family). It should also not be overlooked that
autistic children are children, subject to the same social and
emotional influences that disrupt the sleep of neurotypical
children and the adults that caretake them. The issues are
sometimes best addressed by working with the family unit
as well as the autistic child.
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The dentist’s role in the treatment of
autistic children and sleep disordered breathing
Leonard Kundel, DMD, Stamford, CT & NYC, NY USA
Editor’s note: Having conducted an interview with Dr. Leonard Kundel about children on the autistic spectrum and reasons for poor
sleep, there was agreement on the importance of emphasizing that the ever growing number of children diagnosed on the autistic spectrum
were children first and foremost. This was also true of children with any non-neuro-typical, genetic or traumatically induced physical,
mental, chemical or intellectual disabilities. They are all children first. And, as is true for all humans, big and small, there is the frequent
unfortunate occurrence of comorbidities. A wholistic approach evaluating children is the most effective route to discern the root causes
of a problem and what treatment protocol will best ameliorate some, if not in some cases, all of their symptoms as was documented by a
mother of a young man with behavioral issues in the moving video entitled Finding Connor Deegan.1 This last commentary is a segue to
Dr. Cantwell’s manuscript, “The dentist’s role in the treatment of sleep disordered breathing.”
Breathing disordered sleep or sleep disordered breathing which comes first, the chicken or the egg? Is sleep so poor
that breathing is compromised or is one sleeping poorly
because breathing is compromised? Both sides of the coin
are valid. If the body must struggle to move air in and out,
whether it’s due to a pulmonary disorder, thoracic spine/
rib restriction or an obstructed airway due to enlarged
tonsils and adenoids, chronic inflammation (allergies),
hyoid displacement or a malformed palate or a tongue tie
or tongue size,2-4 then essentially “nothing will be right.”
How can it be? If someone is drowning, no amount of
psychotherapy nor nutritional supplements will save them.
They need a life vest! If breathing becomes easier, the body
can function normally. There is an inherent wisdom in the
body which is about checks and balances: what is okay and
what is not okay? If there is even a small amount of difficulty
in obtaining oxygen, behavior will change based on the
adaptive capacity — some people can handle the challenges
and adapt readily and some fall into distress much more
quickly.5
The skeletal structures of children since industrialization
have become less well developed. The cranium and orofacial
structures are not growing ideally lacking the stimulus
of early introduction to “hard” textured foods which
triggers chewing, lateralizing food between the molars
with the tongue and swallowing. Proper swallow becomes
compromised early in life when parents prematurely
introduce spoons, usually at around six months, when the
throat anatomy is not yet mature enough to accommodate an
adult-like swallow. This continues with the introduction of
nourishment through sucking conduits such as bottles, sippy
cups, straws, and food pouches. When a problem is noted,
the child is prescribed feeding, speech or myofunctional
therapy and their aberrant swallow is overlooked and
remains undiagnosed, therefore never addressed and
corrected. Proper swallow provides a coherent message to
the brain guiding growth and development. In the author’s
opinion, children of the last several generations appear to
be suffering from “the disease of the aristocracy.” Parents
strive to do everything for their children in the name of good
Volume 21, No. 2, November 2022

parenting — children have little need to struggle to survive.
Foods are soft and less nutritious. Muscles do not load
on bones, therefore bones do not respond to the stimulus
and grow optimally. Children are attached to pacifiers,
are thumb suckers, tongue thrusters, mouth breathers and
are generally unhealthy (plagued by allergies, chronic ear
infections and sinusitis, gastrointestinal issues and obesity,
to name a few health concerns). Tongue and other muscles
of mastication must provide a coherent message to the brain
and then to the jaws and surrounding bones (directly or
indirectly) how to grow in size, density, position and shape.6
Parents who pay attention to nutrition often observe that
their child’s overall development improves with better
nutrition. This may be related to the quality of the food
(minerals and other nutrients), but also to the density
and texture of the foods. “Baby Led Weaning” has been
popularized to return to the act of masticating hard foods,
avoiding infantile oral behaviors and promoting proper oral
motor skills and craniofacial development.7 There is no one
ideal approach but this offers a combination of optimizing
function (masticating/swallowing) and nutrition (healthy
food; bountiful nutrients/minerals). Children wind up
having deficient airways because of poor osseous structural
development) and have the “dis-ease” of breathing which
increases their sympathetic tone. These children do not go
into REM sleep and as a result their behaviors make life
for everyone around them difficult because they are sleep
deprived and do not know how to manage it or modulate
themselves. This is true of neurotypical children as well as
children on the spectrum (and just as true for their parents
if they are sleep deprived because their children do not
sleep!). Studies have been conducted worldwide to evaluate
orofacial dysfunction and sleep disordered breathing in
school age children, including recommendations for dental
and orthodontic practitioners to evaluate this in every child
they examine.8,9
On a molecular level, metabolic problems like poor iron
intake or absorption (either they “don’t eat it, don’t absorb
it and don’t retain it”) and low ferritin levels result in poor
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capacity to oxygenate muscles. The association between low
iron and sleep disordered breathing (SDB) in children has
not been clearly elucidated. Iron deficiency is associated
with pediatric sleep disturbances, in particular, restless
leg syndrome (RLS) and periodic limb movement disorder
(PLMD). Correction of iron deficiency has been shown
to improve sleep disordered breathing in certain adult
populations.10
Another reason for poor iron absorption can be due to an
imbalance in the microbiome where pathogenic bacteria are
using up all the iron in the gut for its own survival leaving
none for the child to absorb resulting in the perpetuation
of the symptoms caused by the pathogenic bacteria as
well as the failure to increase their blood’s ability to carry
oxygen to the muscles.11,12 The end result can be problems
with sleep wake transition or a more common occurrence
of muscle cramping, particularly noticed in the legs coined
“restless leg syndrome” which manifests as subclinical
shaking and a body that is in constant movement in sleep.
When this is happening, the brain cannot rest and breathing
is compromised.13,14 A study published in 2007 by Dosman
demonstrated that seventy-seven percent of the autistic
children that participated had restless sleep at baseline,
which improved significantly with iron therapy, suggesting
a relationship between sleep disturbance and iron deficiency
in children with autism spectrum disorder.15
Lack of Vitamin D, lack of magnesium and other essential
minerals all play a role in changing the chemistry of our
bodies which is reflected in how well does our body
function daily. Children on the autistic spectrum often suffer
from aversion to foods due to taste, texture, or color. This
leads to nutrient deficiencies that need to be detected and
addressed.16
Although not necessarily coming from an airway perspective,
the book, WHY WE SLEEP, authored by Matthew Walker,
MD, includes statistics on how sleep affects our performance.
Walker defines our youthful society as more of an under-slept
generation — early school, blue light and lots of screen time,
not enough sleep resulting in mood changes, differences
in perception, muscle tension and causing restricted range
of motion. Children often hyperventilate when stressed
(shallow breathing and over breathing). Clinically the
patients are often breathing too much, or they are breathing
incorrectly.17 Patrick McKuen — foremost teacher of Boteyko
breathing teaches we are breathing too fast and too often.18
In his famous book BREATH, James Nestor writes in an easyto-understand manner about how breathing incorrectly
changes our life and technics how to correct our breathing
and improve our overall health.19
Another book written in the 50’s-60’s by Dr. Alfred Fonder
titled The Dental Physician, contributes some interesting
1928

observations on the interrelationship of the very sensitive
temporomandibular joint and the autonomic nervous system
(another “player” in the sleep/wake cycle as well as ability to
adapt or cave under stress).20 Fonder was a dentist working
and teaching at the university of Chicago and was 50 years
ahead of his time. Only now are we beginning to appreciate
his brilliant, far reaching jaw concepts and his teaching
about how jaw posture affects head and neck posture and
spinal posture. He proposed that the mouth is essentially
a powerful nervous system that is totally underappreciated
by dentists, medical doctors, osteopaths and chiropractors
alike. If someone had headaches, they might have been
better off having utilized Fonder’s approach of jaw balancing
than pursuing a pharmaceutical program once any serious
pathology was ruled out. Fonder wrote extensively about
“dental distress syndrome” hypothesizing about the mouth
and TMJ’s affect on the entire body.20
The Central Nervous System (CNS) has allocated a certain
amount of resources to deal with sensory information
being received whether that be pain or a physical stressor
(for example reduced oxygen intake as a result of airway
compromise). It has to pay attention to that particular
situation (reduced oxygen) and goes into survival mode,
and as a result, other critical physiologic functions suffer.
For example, poor development of the prefrontal cortex,
therefore executive function, a healthy microbiome and
gastrointestinal function or the ability to learn attend to
instructions are only a few of the problems children in our
culture, as well as children who have been diagnosed on
the spectrum suffer from that might be related to airway
dysfunction.21
In his book, Fonder documented for example, how
someone’s health improved when they realigned the jaw’s
temporomandibular joints (TMJ). He discusses how we all
have adaptive capacity with room for error. The TMJ can be
slightly off but if “too off” problems as simple as neck tension
to as severe as psychosis may occur. Fonder conducted
an experiment with women who complained of head and
neck pain/TMJ pain. He recorded their symptoms and
then began to change their bite demonstrating a reduction
in symptomatology, including surprisingly, psychosocial
issues and genitourinary problems (again, issues often
shared by the autistic child and adult).20
Fonder relates another case report of a male child with
a diagnosis of Down syndrome, a genetic diagnosis of a
developmentally delayed child (13-year-old at the level of a
5-year-old); they utilized dental devices (braces, expanders)
and they readily expanded his palate to see what would
change. With the resultant craniofacial development that
occurred over a matter of several months of wearing the
appliances, the 13 year’s behavior matured to an appropriate
level. Their hypothesis was that he improved so much because
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the pituitary gland was able to function more appropriately
because of the shift in the cranial bones with the expansion
of the palate. They did not consider improvement in
respiratory function which would contribute to appropriate
oxygenation of the prefrontal cortex encouraging neurologic
maturation. Then, for an unknown reason, they abandoned
the treatment, and everything regressed. As the expansion
receded and the cranial bone positions reverted, his behavior
regressed to that of a 5-year-old.20 Since then, other papers
have been authored about sleep-disordered breathing in the
pediatric setting in a variety of genetic disorders as well as
elucidating the genetic markers for the potential for sleep
disordered breathing in both neurotypical and neuroatypical
children.22-24
During sleep, neuromuscular tone supports a patent airway
for breathing. A decrease in tone, or mechanical obstruction
from adenoid and tonsil hypertrophy, craniofascial
underdevelopment or segmental dysfunction or soft tissue
imbalance can result in a tendency for the upper airway
to collapse resulting in reduced air flow (which can cause
oxygen desaturation) and arousal (bruxing, grinding, night
terrors, waking to feed) resulting in fragmented or lack
of restorative sleep which can result in failure to thrive,
behavioral problems, inattention, aggression, restlessness,
depression and cardiovascular problems.25

Inverventional orthodontics will often be recommended
to promote proper bone growth and support a airway.
Back in Fonder’s day, dentists were not yet using more
functional appliances that are available today, nor did they
use “oral orthotics” to build up the bite. Rather, they used
graded fillings (mercury fillings, no less) to build up the
bite. Nowadays, the dentist or orthodontist will take an
x-ray, assess the architecture and the mechanics of the TMJ
and project where the jaw joint should be and correct the
position of the lower jaw with a dental appliance. Today’s
dental appliances range from both traditional or newer
functional metal devices to those made of a variety of
plastics (or combinations thereof). The patient is then rex-rayed to confirm the corrected position of the TMJ. This
alignment correction’s goal is to reduce the firing of the CNS
and the patient should be relieved of symptoms of high
sympathetic tone (migraine, tension headaches, neck pain,
sleep disruption, behavioral aberrations).8,26,27,28
Dentists can play a significant role in the early detection
of some craniofacial causes for sleep disordered breathing.
Including the dentist as a member of the multidisciplinary
team in the early evaluation of children for any of the wide
variety of causes of these airway issues that might disrupt
sleep should not be underestimated.8,9,28,29
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ABSTRACT
As sleep problems are a common issue for infants, all professionals work with these children with short- and longterm benefits in mind. The purpose of this clinically oriented article is to acknowledge, investigate and provide a
professional commentary on some of the key parameters that should be a priority for chiropractors working with
children with sleep disorders.
Key terms: Disordered sleep, chiropractic, infants, children, respiratory cycle.
Introduction
Childhood sleep disordered breathing has become an
epidemic problem throughout the world, with 95% of
the children with obstructive sleep apnea failing to be
diagnosed. “700,000 Aussie kids under 10 have sleep
problems which goes up to 1.9 million in the UK, 11 million
in the USA and half a billion in Asia.”1 As the quality of
children’s sleep deteriorates, the rates of childhood obesity,
anxiety and behavioral disorders have been on the rise.
Which healthcare specialty is best suited to diagnose and
treat childhood sleep disorders? An infant’s first healthcare
providers may be a midwife, doula, lactation consultant
and/or a pediatrician. As they get older, they may be referred
to an ear, nose and throat (ENT) specialist, pediatric dentist,
speech language pathologist, occupational therapist, oral
myofunctional therapist, or a behavior therapist. Another
healthcare provider whose care spans children of all ages
and has the appropriate training to identify this problem is
the pediatric chiropractor. The pediatric chiropractor is in
a unique position to not only identify the problem, but to
make the appropriate referrals while rendering care to the
child in a collaborative relationship to resolve the condition.
According to a study by Moore, et al., that although snoring
and sleep apnea may be the most common indication of a
respiratory sleep disorder in a child, one quarter of children
presenting to a sleep clinic for evaluation will have a second
sleep diagnosis, which is often non-respiratory in nature.
They recommend that clinicians working in this arena
must be prepared to recognize, evaluate, and manage sleep
disorders across the lifespan of the patient.2
Defining the Issue
Sleep disordered breathing is defined as a blockage of
all or part of the airway. There is a spectrum of sleep
disorders, ranging from open mouth breathing to upper
airway resistance syndrome, to snoring and to obstructive
sleep apnea. When open mouth breathing is observed
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in a newborn baby, it is often accompanied by a recessed
mandible and possible tongue, lip and/or buccal ties.
Snoring can be heard and may be indicative of obstruction.
It is the author’s opinion that snoring should not be
considered normal in an infant (or at any age). Upper airway
resistance will sometimes present as noisy breathing. Other
types of sleep disordered breathing are respiratory effortrelated arousals (RERAs) and parasomnias. RERAs are
defined as changes in upper airway pressure which limit
the flow of air during each breath in the later sleep stages
and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Parasomnias include
sleepwalking, night terrors, unusual movements, teeth
grinding, nightmares and sleep-related eating disorders.
There are many signs and symptoms of sleep disordered
breathing, starting with infancy, moving through childhood
and into adulthood. Many of these symptoms are either
overlooked, or the symptoms are treated but the cause
is never addressed. At birth, an inability to latch or
breastfeed successfully (meaning transfer sufficient milk
to sustain themselves) can be a red flag to assess an infant
for sleep disordered breathing. One cause of either or
both aforementioned issues could be tethered oral tissue
syndrome, aka “tongue-tie.”3,4 Cranial distortions can
also cause latching issues.5 A recessed mandible can be
observed in either one of these conditions. The child may
also have a heightened gag reflex which would be an intact
neurologic mechanism to prevent aspiration of liquids
when the integrity of the suck, swallow, breath synchrony
is impaired.6 As the child grows, an open mouth posture
and venous pooling under the eyes may be observed, as
well as an architecturally narrow face or poor midface
development.7
Parental description
The parents may report that the child has many bedtime
antics to avoid going to sleep. Once asleep, the child may
be very restless, awaken through the night, have enuresis,
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nightmares, or night terrors. Sometimes they will sleep for
long periods of time but never seem well rested.8 Speech
issues with or without tongue thrust (pressing the tongue
up against the teeth or between them while swallowing)
are very common. These children are often picky eaters and
prefer to consume juice or some other type of sugary drink
to “keep them going” since they are exhausted. Behaviors
can be very challenging with these children.9
Sleep disordered breathing in infants can be difficult to
diagnose due to the varied signs and symptoms. These
babies often do not like to lie on their backs nor their
stomachs, preferring to be held. The caregiver will often
report that the baby will only lie on their stomach if they
are on someone’s lap, thus not in a completely flat position.
When nursing, they will often pull on or pull off the nipple,
fatigue quickly and either fuss or fall asleep, exhausted
from their efforts, before transferring an adequate amount
of milk to satiate themselves. They may have a narrow
gape and/or shallow latch and dribbling while nursing is
also common. The mother will often report that she must
supplement nursing, and the provider needs to help her
discern whether her milk supply is insufficient or whether
the infant is unable to transfer milk therefore failing to
stimulate her milk supply. The mother may also report that
breastfeeding is painful and that the infant cannot open
their mouth wide enough to get a deep, secure latch. This
baby will often have a difficult time taking a pacifier as they
cannot hold onto it, due to a tongue thrust and/or shallow
suck.
Sleep disordered breathing can also present itself as noisy
breathing or a light snore—a cause for alarm in an infant.
Infants with sleep disordered breathing are also often
diagnosed with gastroesophageal reflux (GER).10 These
conditions—inadequate milk transfer, a tongue thrust,
a shallow latch or weak suckle, and gastroesophageal
reflux disease are often accompanied by aerophagia. This
is when the baby is taking in air while feeding, whether it
be by breast or bottle, which can be correlated with sleep
disordered breathing.11
Long-term problems
If sleep disordered breathing is not diagnosed and treated
in infancy, it may progress to more serious problems as
a toddler, school age child or adolescent. This child will
often be observed with open mouth breathing while awake
or sleeping. This child may wake frequently through the
night. One example would be a toddler who is waking
frequently (8-10x at night) to breast or bottle feed. While
sleeping, these children may have nightmares, night
terrors, restlessness, sleepwalking and persistent enuresis
(despite demonstrating bladder control while awake). This
child can be very hard to put to bed because they are in
a constantly elevated sympathetic state (“fight or flight”).
1932

While eating, they will often refuse anything other than
soft processed foods such as macaroni and cheese, crackers,
or processed chicken nuggets. They are often a slow eater,
have an aversion to chunky or chewy textures, and may
have a heightened gag reflex (in some cases, causing them
to vomit their food). They will constantly crave simple
carbohydrates which will perpetuate the sympathetic
state. They will often have a nasal voice because of swollen
adenoids and/or tonsils. They will be prone to colds and
allergies, venous pooling under the eyes and a narrow
chin. Behavior issues may start to emerge: they will often
be emotional and predisposed to outbursts or anger. When
they are of school age, they will frequently be diagnosed
with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
attention deficit disorder (ADD) or oppositional defiant
disorder (ODD), with poor focus, inability to concentrate
and distractibility as primary symptoms complicated by
defiant and impulsive behaviors.12 Speech can continue to
be an issue.13
Respiration cycle
The suck, swallow, breath synchrony evolves in utero, with
swallowing beginning at 11 weeks. The organized suck/
swallow pattern emerges by 32 weeks in utero. The tongue
raised at rest and resting on the palate creates the shape
of the palate. The palate is the bottom of the maxillary
sinuses and the shape of the palate helps determine the size
of the airway. Cranial-sacral therapy as taught by sacrooccipital technique (SOT) provides training on evaluation
and treatment.14 Lips closed and a closed mouth posture
function as future braces for the teeth, allowing them to
come in naturally. A correct suck/swallow position is lips
closed with tongue resting on palate while nasal breathing.15
All twelve cranial nerves are involved with breastfeeding,
but there are seven of the twelve which are critical for
successful breastfeeding. As a baby turns their head towards
the nipple, they engage accessory cranial nerve (XI). Facial
nerve (VII) and trigeminal nerve (V) are used to open the
mouth to latch onto the nipple. Hypoglossal nerve (XII) is
needed to push the tongue up on the nipple to stimulate
milk production. Finally, the milk needs to be delivered to
the back of the throat to swallow and the nerves utilized
for this are the glossopharyngeal nerve (IX), vagus nerve
(X) and trigeminal nerve (V). Craniocervical dysfunctions
can impair the correct processing of the cranial nerves.16
SOT practitioners with cranial training can be effective for
helping to resolve cranial nerve issues. The correct pattern
for nursing is suck, swallow, breathe, suck swallow, breathe,
over and over.17
Bottle feeding can cause many issues that may not show
up until the baby is a bit older. When a baby bottle feeds,
the milk flows into the mouth more easily. The baby does
not need to open their mouth as wide as they would
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breastfeeding. The tongue will often thrust forward to
control the flow of milk. All of these patterns may lead to
cranial-facial developmental changes that they could carry
for the rest of their life. Since the tongue does not need to
push up on the palate, the same as during breastfeeding,
the palate may not widen out and develop as fully as that
of a breastfed baby. This can cause the palate to be high and
arched which, in turn, potentiates open mouth breathing,
crooked teeth and a need for braces. They could also
develop a hooked nose, narrow chin and a smaller airway,
causing them to be more prone to ear infections, allergies
and asthma.18
Associated issues
One reason why breastfeeding can be difficult if not
impossible is Tethered Oral Tissue Syndrome, aka TOTS
or ankyloglossia. TOTS can be an anterior tie, posterior tie,
lip or buccal tie. The definition of a tongue tie is restricted
mobility as a result of a short lingual frenum, a condition
often affecting breastfeeding, but not always. Evaluating
for a tongue tie can be easily done during an examination.
The doctor places the baby in a supine position. While
wearing gloves, the doctor places two fingers under each
side of the tongue and lifts it up towards the palate while an
assistant (or parent) pulls the chin down. The tongue should
be able to lift up to the palate. This is when the doctor will
observe the frenulum, checking that it does not pull up
the floor of the mouth or blanch too much. Not all frenum
need be revised with a frenectomy. It is the author’s opinion
that performing cranial-sacral work on a baby will often
help the baby to nurse, but a minimal to mildly restrictive
frenum does not always need a revision, nor would it
classify as “ankyloglossia.” If a baby ultimately needs a
frenectomy, manual therapy (“body work” as it is referred
to colloquially) with soft tissue therapies, chiropractic
adjusting and cranial-sacral work may be helpful to ready
the baby for the procedure to optimize the outcome.19
Keeping up with manual therapy after the procedure is very
important to help the baby integrate the changes that have
been made neurologically and reduce their compensatory
motor patterns and to further reduce any dural tension as
a result of the tethered oral tissues.20 If this condition is
not corrected (with or without surgery), there is a possible
cascade of symptomatology that can occur. The infant or
child may display open mouth breathing, develop a narrow
palate/face, frequent illnesses that can lead to snoring and
eventually to obstructive sleep apnea as the tongue slides
back in the airway rather than remaining up on the palate.
Nasal breathing is what we are designed to do – but what
are the effects of nasal versus mouth breathing? Very simply,
nasal breathing warms and humidifies air, filters allergens
and microbes, creates nitric oxide, increases our ability to
absorb oxygen, regulates blood pressure and keeps us in a
calm parasympathetic state. Mouth breathing, on the other
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hand, results in dry mouth, bad breath, snoring, fatigue,
brain fog, dental caries and continues to elicit a sympathetic
response. Craniofacial development is also affected. A nasal
breather tends to develop a wide face, good cheekbones,
alert eyes and a straight nose. A mouth breather is prone
to develop a narrow face, crooked teeth, crooked nose,
head forward posture, tired eyes, droopy eyes, and venous
pooling under the eyes.21
Sleep stages
It is important that the chiropractor understand all the
stages of sleep and the hormonal implications of getting
proper or restorative sleep, versus sleep interrupted by
sleep disordered breathing. Sleep is usually divided into
non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement
(REM). Adults cycle through four to five times a night with
each stage lasting 90-120 minutes. Babies and children cycle
through more often with their REM sleep lasting longer
depending on the number of hours that they sleep.22
NREM has four stages. Stage one involves falling asleep
during which the heart rate will slow down but the person
is still easily aroused by light and sound. Stage two is the
longest phase of sleep. At this point, the muscles will relax
and snoring may start. Our brains are at work consolidating
all the learning from the day. Stages three and four are
the deepest phases of NREM sleep. During these stages,
temperature, heart rate and breath rate all decrease, and
parasomnias and enuresis can occur. Long-term memory
is consolidated, and tissue repair and release of growth
hormone take place.22
During REM, procedural and spatial memory are created
(often referred to as the “dream stage”). Physiologically,
the body is paralyzed during this stage, and rate of breath,
heart rate and blood pressure all increase, and toxins are
removed from the brain while brain activity increases.22
Time spent in REM vs NREM sleep changes as a child
grows. While a six-month-old baby spends their sleeping
time equally split between REM and NREM, a five-yearold will only spend 30% of their time in REM and 70%
in NREM sleep. By the later teenage years, only 20% of
sleep is spent in REM and 80% in NREM which continues
throughout adulthood. One reason for this is that neuronal
pathways are laid down during REM sleep and synaptic
pruning occurs during NREM sleep. Development of the
brain starts in the back of the brain, the primal brain, and
moves into the front cerebral cortex as maturity takes place.
This is why getting proper sleep is important for critical
thinking to develop.23
Hormonal activity during these stages is deeply affected
by sleep disordered breathing. Secretion of antidiuretic
hormone (ADH), atrial natriuretic factor, leptin, ghrelin,
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somatotropin, melatonin, and cortisol are all affected.
During normal sleep, ADH is released which inhibits
urination while in deep sleep. Atrial natriuretic factor, a
hormone secreted by the heart to regulate salt-water balance
and blood pressure, is inhibited by sleep apnea which in
turn inhibits the release of ADH.24 Also, secretion of leptin,
which inhibits hunger, is decreased with sleep disordered
breathing, and ghrelin, a hormone stimulating the drive
to eat, is increased. Somatotropin (growth hormone) and
melatonin are both decreased, while cortisol is increased,
with sleep disordered breathing.25
Irregularities in breathing during sleep can cause permanent
damage to health, including brain damage with an up
to 10-point loss in intelligence quotient. Neurocognitive
deficits include impaired attention, focus, reasoning, and
problem solving. Prolonged sleep issues reduce gray matter
in the brain, and low blood oxygen impairs the immune
system but also the growth of a child.26,27
There is also a strong link between inadequate sleep during
childhood, and an increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease
in adulthood. The glymphatic system in our brain is the
lymphatic system for the glial cells, most active during the
deepest phases of NREM sleep. The glial cells shrink by 60
per cent during these phases to accommodate space around
neurons to allow cerebral spinal fluid to flow more easily
and flush out metabolites from the day’s neuronal activity.
This process during NREM sleep also cleans out amyloid
proteins linked to Alzheimer’s disease.28
Other key parameters: Several environmental factors can
affect the quality of a child’s sleep. It is best to provide a dark
room for maximum production of melatonin. Screen time
prior to sleep should be kept to a minimum, and the use of
blue light glasses can improve sleep quality and duration.
Children’s sleep is affected by artificial sweeteners and
food dyes, and these chemicals should be eliminated and

replaced by whole foods and a minimum of sugars.
Pacifiers should be discouraged by six months of age.
Prolonged use of a pacifier can affect formation of the
jaw and contribute to open mouth breathing. A good
alternative is the Myo Munchee, a medical grade silicone
device invented by a dentist in the 1960’s and carried on
by his daughter, Mary Bourke, chiropractor. It helps train
proper suck/swallow, stops thumb sucking, promotes nasal
breathing, supports cranial-facial growth and healthy oral
hygiene. It can be used with babies as young as six months
(Bebe Munchee) and comes in many sizes to accommodate
the growing child.29
Conclusion
Chiropractors may play a key role in the field of sleep
disordered breathing and are often a part of a team to
help with nursing issues such as latching, constipation,
colic or GERD. The collaborative network often includes
neuro-muscular dentists, orthodontists, pediatric dentists,
oromyofunctional therapists, speech and language
pathologists, occupational therapists, ENT’s, behavior
specialists, lactation consultants, midwives, doulas, and
naturopaths. A chiropractic exam complements most
pediatric exams, evaluating for infant reflexes, evaluation
of the suck and cranial-sacral assessment to determine the
presence of tension in the dural sheath. Chiropractors can
also screen for tongue, lip, and buccal ties and can perform
pre and post frenectomy work if needed. The treatment
may include chiropractic adjusting, cranial sacral work,
teaching use of Myo Munchees and educating families
about environmental and nutritional correlations for
quality sleep. This team approach is often the optimal way
forward to assist children in fully functional feeding and
sleeping mechanics.
The question always to be explored is, “Where is your
tongue?” The goal should be lips sealed, with the tongue on
the palate, and nasal breathing.
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ABSTRACT
Chiropractic care is commonly sought by women during pregnancy. While many motivating factors exist for seeking
care, a common one is the desire to have a pregnancy that is comfortable and allows for life’s activities without pain
and limitations. Of added concern is the desire to have care that is both gentle and efficacious. As such, practitioners
must remain vigilant with the rapid and natural biomechanical changes that occur in the lumbopelvic and sacroiliac
regions during pregnancy. This due diligence must include the awareness of the relevant neuromusculoskeletal
structures as well as the chiropractic technique approaches that best suit the individual pregnant patient. Sacro
Occipital Technique (SOT®) is a low force chiropractic technique that addresses the unique biomechanical sequelae
of the pregnant pelvis. Presentations like lumbar facet syndrome with iliopsoas hypertonicity, gluteus medius
instability, and piriformis syndrome are common concomitant presentations that manifest during pregnancy.
These clinical presentations not only warrant the need for chiropractic care, but also, the consideration of SOT® as a
methodology that is well positioned to palliate these specific concerns. The goal of this article is to present SOT in its
foundational context and provide clinical relevance for its specific use during pregnancy.
Key words: Sacro Occipital Technique, SOT, pregnancy, instability, pelvic girdle dysfunction, low back pain, facet
syndrome, piriformis syndrome, iliopsoas, gluteus medius, Category II.
Introduction
The art and science behind the principles and practice
of Sacro Occipital Technique (SOT®) are the life’s work
of Major Bertrand DeJarnette. Born in Greenridge, MO
in 1899, Dr. DeJarnette spent the bulk of his lifetime in
Nebraska City, NE where the confluence of his education
and clinical practice brought SOT® to the chiropractic
profession.1 With a penchant for mechanical engineering,
Dr. DeJarnette worked in the automotive industry in Detroit,
MI. Occupational injury led to his need to rehabilitate and
heal and to a fascination with the intricacies of human
structure and function. Upon completing his D.O. degree
in 1922 from Dearborn College of Osteopathy in Elgin,
IL, Dr. DeJarnette also completed his D.C. education from
Nebraska Chiropractic College.1

of clinical presentation into three main clinical categories.
These categories were threaded together with the
physiologic interplay of the sacro-occipital relationship,
flow of cerebrospinal fluid, and the load-bearing
adaptability of the sacroiliac joint. The critical component of
this physiologic thread is the connectedness of the primary
respiratory mechanism (inhalation/exhalation cycle) with
the secondary respiratory mechanism. The secondary
respiratory mechanism relies upon the cranio-sacral pump
as it mobilizes cerebrospinal fluid from the cranial vault to
the sacrum. In the SOT® practice paradigm, corrections of all
three categories address the function of these mechanisms.

In his lifetime of practice, Dr. DeJarnette made clinical
observations in the areas of vasomotor changes, visceral
pain patterns, postural distortions, and pain localization.
It is the elaboration and organization of these observations
that have created the foundation of the functional principles
of SOT®.

Three Clinical Categories in SOT®
Each of the three categories have characteristic symptoms
that provide the chiropractor with crucial clinical signs
that direct care and intervention (Table 1). In pregnancy,
biomechanical changes commonly cascade into a Category
II type of presentation. Pursuant to these changes, patients
can often present with low back pain that can be attributed
to gluteus medius weakness, changes in iliopsoas tonicity,
lumbar facet dysfunction, and/or piriformis syndrome.

SOT® Methods and Patterns
With an original twenty-one diverse categories of
presentation, Dr. DeJarnette effectively distilled patterns

It is imperative that the practitioner be familiar with the
clinical presentation of these concomitant conditions to
appropriately utilize the SOT® Category II corrections
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Category I

Category II

Category III

Torsion/misalignment of the sacrum around
the Y-axis
Vasomotor/circulatory changes noted at
specific segmental levels
CSF stagnation owing to cranio-sacral pump
dysfunction
Palpatory hypertonicity in scalene
musculature
Bilateral rib head pain or fixation
A-P postural sway
Increased heel tension
Instability of the articulations of the pelvis
Hypertonicity of the pelvic stabilizing muscles
Increased global postural tone – lumbar,
thoracic, and cervical
Unilateral rib head pain or fixation
Lateral postural sway
Due to an unresolved Category II
Mechanical stress transferred to lumbar spine
anatomy
Facet syndrome
Discogenic pathology
Antalgic posture

Table 1: Overview of categories.

(Figure 1). In addition to preventing injury and pain,
chiropractic care focused on stabilizing the pregnant pelvis
may contribute to overall better pregnancy outcomes and
support optimal fetal positioning.2

weight gain, increased abdominal diameter, and the anterior
shift of the body’s center of gravity increase stress on the
lumbar spine and pelvis. Axial loading of the intervertebral
discs leads to decreased height and compression of the
spine.5 This, in conjunction with postural adaptations,
including lumbar lordosis, can increase the stress placed on
lumbar facet joints.4
Additionally, LBP has been correlated to weakness and
dysfunction of core muscle groups, including changes in
the abdominal wall musculature, weakness of the gluteus
medius and pelvic floor dysfunction.5,6 This muscle
weakness, commonly seen in pregnancy and post-partum,
alters body mechanics and increases the risk of injury as
atrophied tissues are less tolerant of physical stresses.7
Gluteus Medius Weakness in Pregnancy
In addition to hip abduction, the gluteus medius assists
with hip internal rotation and hip external rotation when
the knee is in extension. Gluteus medius acts from the
femur to stabilize the pelvis and maintain the trunk upright
when standing on one leg, running, and walking when one
leg is off the ground.8
Gluteus medius weakness is common in pregnancy and
may present with trendelenburg gait.6 A trendelenburg
gait results from a defective hip abductor mechanism
that causes drooping of the pelvis to the contralateral side
while walking. This lateral shifting of forces, affectionately
referred to as a “pregnancy waddle,” not only stresses the
sacroiliac and lumbar facet joints but also results in postural
compensations throughout the body. These compensations
often manifest symptomatically in the thoracolumbar,
cervicothoracic, and craniocervical junctions.
Gluteus medius strain can present as low back pain either
due to facet joint irritation relating to a trendelenburg gait
or it can present as referred pain from the gluteus medius
itself.6 Referred pain from the gluteus medius may present
with a myotogenous pain pattern in the lumbosacral region,
posterior iliac crest and into the buttocks and the posterior
lower extremity.

Figure 1.

Associated Lumbopelvic Presentations in Pregnancy
Low back pain (LBP) is commonly experienced during
pregnancy and can interfere with a patient’s quality of life.3
LBP may present as one of two different patterns commonly
described as pelvic girdle pain (PGP) and lumbar pain (LP),
though some patients present with both.4
Many factors contribute to pregnancy-related LBP. It is
commonly accepted that biomechanical factors such as

In some cases, however, despite gluteus medius weakness,
there is no observable alteration in gait. Instead, ankle plantar
flexors, hip abductors, and hip extensors compensate for the
weak gluteus medius.9 Additional stress on these structures
often presents with clinical symptoms. Hypertonicity of the
tensor fascia latae is commonly present and often reported
by the patient as lateral “hip pain.”
Iliopsoas Muscle in Pregnancy
What we commonly refer to as the iliopsoas muscle is made
up of three separate structures: the major and minor psoas
muscles and the iliacus muscle. Proper neuromechanical
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function of this complex is essential for maintaining correct
lumbar posture as well as stabilizing the hip and pelvis
through gait.10 The iliopsoas flexes the hip and externally
rotates the femur as well as influences the lordotic curve.
Contraction of the iliopsoas muscle flexes the trunk and
inclines it from the contraction side.11
In pregnancy, as the center of gravity shifts forward and
the pelvis tilts anteriorly, the iliopsoas engages to stabilize
the lumbar spine and pelvis. Resultant hypertonicity of the
iliopsoas muscle is common. Subluxations in the lumbar
spine or pelvis may result in asymmetric hypertonicity
which contribute to postural distortions and increased
stress on intervertebral discs and lumbar facets.
Facet Syndrome in Pregnancy
Facet joints resist much of the intervertebral shear force
and share in resisting the intervertebral compressive force,
especially in lordotic postures. In rotation, the facet capsular
ligaments undergo significant strain as they protect the
intervertebral discs by preventing excessive movement.12
Lumbar facet syndrome occurs secondary to repetitive
overuse and microtrauma, spinal strains, torsional forces,
poor body mechanics, obesity, and intervertebral disc
degeneration.13 It is a common cause of low back pain in
pregnancy due to increased weight gain, changes in posture,
and altered muscle patterns, which frequently result in suboptimal compensatory biomechanics. Clinically, lumbar
facet syndrome may vary in its presentation. The patient
may report localized pain and/or pseudo-radicular pain
with variable referral patterns.12 Examination may reveal
decreased extension and/or lateral flexion and a positive
Kemp’s test.14
Piriformis Syndrome in Pregnancy
The piriformis muscle originates from the anterior sacrum
and then crosses through the greater sciatic notch before
attaching to the greater trochanter of the femur. The
piriformis acts primarily as an external rotator when the
hip is extended and adducts the hip when it is flexed. In
pregnancy, the piriformis, along with other hip stabilizers,
must compensate for the weakened gluteus medius and
resultant lateral sway. Hypertrophy and hypertonicity
result, and piriformis syndrome may develop. When the
piriformis muscle is overused, irritated, or inflamed, it
can lead to irritation of the adjacent sciatic nerve.15 This is
known clinically as piriformis syndrome.
Piriformis syndrome has been defined as a quartet of
symptoms and signs: buttock pain aggravated on sitting,
external tenderness near the greater sciatic notch, pain on
any maneuver that increases piriformis muscle tension,
and limitation of straight leg raising.16 While piriformis
syndrome is frequently underdiagnosed in the obstetric
1938

population, it should be suspected in any patient with
symptoms of hip or sciatic pain.17
Category II Evaluation
Pelvic Sway:
One of the first components the practitioner will assess
is pelvic sway.18 Due to the pelvic instability commonly
associated with the pregnant pelvis, a lateral or “side to
side” sway is prevalent. This can manifest as restlessness
while the patient is seated or shifting positions while
standing. Historically the patient will report an inability
to sit still or stand still.18 In the acute phase of a Category
II presentation, while standing, patients will present with
a rapid or jerking correction to a proprioceptive center
and in chronic cases, a presentation of muscle fatigue or
discomfort will be notable. This presentation may present
with gluteus medius weakness and/or a trendelenburg
gait. Additionally, lateral pelvic sway can result in medial
knee and lateral leg tenderness, also assessed as part of a
complete SOT® clinical evaluation.
Rib head Tenderness:
With the patient seated or standing, the practitioner will
palpate for quality and quantity of motion of the first rib/
thoracic vertebra. Owing to pelvic destabilization and
lateral shifting of forces, biomechanical compensation
patterns are noted as cephalad as the cervicothoracic
junction. In the acute phase of a Category II, the practitioner
will note a hypermobility of the rib head articulation and
in chronic cases, unilateral fixation is often present.18
Palpatory tenderness is notable in all phases of dysfunction.
It is important to note that in the spectrum of these
cephalad dysfunctions, patients may present with scalene
hypertonicity, thoracic outlet syndrome, glenohumeral
dysfunction, or temporomandibular pain.
Arm Fossa Test:
This provocative test is neurologically reflexive in nature
and is performed with the patient supine and with the
practitioner visualizing the anterior pelvis in four functional
quadrants. These quadrants are designated as upper and

Figure 2: Four Functional Fossae.
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lower fossae of the pelvis bordered superiorly by the anterior
superior iliac crest and inferiorly by the pubic symphysis
(Figure 2). While standing on the ipsilateral side and with
the patient’s arm raised ninety degrees to their trunk, the
practitioner applies a quick and even four finger pressure to
each fossa and thereby stimulating the inguinal ligament.19
As this pressure is applied, the patient’s raised arm is
simultaneously challenged in the caudal direction with a
synchronized burst of light pressure. Also synchronized
with these actions, the practitioner delivers an auditory
stimulus in the form of a command such as, “hold” (Figure
3). The patient is instructed to resist the light burst of caudal
arm pressure and maintain their arm at ninety degrees. All
four functional quadrants are assessed with this procedure.
This test is noted as positive if a physical lag is noted in the
patient’s response to the reflexive challenge in any number
of the functional fossae and suggests the presence of a
Category II pelvic dysfunction. It is important to note that
muscle strength is not being assessed, but rather, the speed
of the patient’s response.19

being blocked and the procedure is terminated when the
arm fossa test is negative bilaterally.

Figure 4a: Corrective blocking on the side of leg length deficiency.
Block is placed 90 degrees to the sagittal plane.

Figure 3: Arm Fossa Test.

Corrective Blocking:
Once the presence of a Category II dysfunction has been
established, corrective pelvic blocking is indicated. If
indicated, as per SOT® methodology, cervical subluxations
are also to be corrected in conjunction with pelvic blocking.
This allows cephalad dysfunctions to better respond to the
pelvic correction.19 The practitioner must then assess for the
postural leg length deficiency in the supine position as this
directs the placement of the corrective blocks. A table board
should be placed under the patient’s pelvis to provide an
even foundation for the corrective blocks. On the side of leg
length deficiency, a block is placed 90 degrees to the sagittal
plane, 50% under the iliac crest and 50% under the lower
lumbar musculature. On the contralateral side, a block
is placed obliquely under the acetabulum, aimed at the
medial edge of the opposing block (Figures 4a-c).19 All four
functional fossae are retested while the patient is actively
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Figure 4b: Corrective blocking on the contralateral side. Block is
placed obliquely under the acetabulum, aimed at the medial edge
of the opposing block.

Figure 4c: Corrective Blocking Schematic.
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Soft Tissue Corrections:
As an integral ancillary, facilitation of the tensor fascia latae
and the iliopsoas musculature are to be addressed. A cross
friction method referenced as the ilio-femoral roll procedure
is utilized to ease tension in the hypertonic tensor fascia
latae and sustained pressure upon the hypertonic iliacus/
psoas musculature is employed as indicated.

patients’ expectations while being gentle, safe, and effective.
Understanding the biomechanical complexity of the
lumbopelvic region and its stabilizers through pregnancy
is imperative. With knowledge of SOT® and Category
II presentations, practitioners are better positioned to
improve structural and functional outcomes for their
patients throughout pregnancy and birth.

Summary
As patients navigate the biomechanical changes associated
with pregnancy, they may seek chiropractic care with the
hope of being more comfortable and experiencing a healthy
birth. It is important that practitioners are knowledgeable
and proficient in technique approaches that cater to their
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Review of:
Forces Involved with Labor and Delivery—A Biomechanical Perspective
Reviewed by:
Sue A. Weber DC, MSc Chiropractic Pediatrics
Original article by: MICHELE J. GRIMM
Annals of Biomedical Engineering, Vol. 49, No. 8, August 2021 ( 2021) pp. 1819–1835
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33432512/
The purpose is to review the body of research focusing
on the biomechanics of labor and delivery. It describes the
forces generated during the different phases of parturition,
specifically, how they affect the uterus and are transferred
to the fetus. It highlights what can commonly happen to
delay progression of labor and delivery.
This review encompasses studies as far back as the 1800’s
giving detail to the what we know about the process of
contractions and the difficulty in measuring them for a
biomechanical model. It describes the differences observed
between forces generated during primiparous and
multiparous deliveries. One specific maternal position is
mentioned which is used to assist delivery by increasing
forces. Two prevalent maternal systemic conditions which
have a negative impact on labor and delivery are evaluated.
Clinician applied forces including manual and instrumental
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traction are compared to the natural forces of labor. These
forces are difficult to measure and are not consistent as
each birth is unique. There is a discussion of how interns
are trained manually in delivery and how gaining a feel for
adequate force during traction is difficult.
As a review it articulates and discusses the material well
and ends by giving some recommendations for studies
which may provide valuable information for clinicians.
It addresses where there are gaps in the literature and
why there are difficulties gathering certain key bits of
information. The review goes into detail about the factors
which can complicate parturition. This could be better
highlighted in the abstract as a major point. The conclusion
points out that there is a significant complication rate during
delivery, particularly during clinician assisted delivery. This
could be mentioned in the abstract to make the purpose of
the study clearer.
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Review of:
Efficacy of pediatric integrative manual therapy in
positional plagiocephaly: a randomized controlled trial
Reviewed by
Sue A. Weber DC, MSc Chiropractic Pediatrics
Original article by: Pastor-Pons I, Lucha-López MO, Barrau-Lalmolda M, Rodes-Pastor I, Rodríguez-Fernández ÁL,
Hidalgo-García C, Tricás-Moreno JM.
Ital J Pediatr. 2021 Jun 5;47(1):132. doi: 10.1186/s13052-021-01079-4. PMID: 34090515; PMCID: PMC8180102.
Text Link: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8180102/ (accessed 29/6/2022)
The abstract summarizes the articles major points of the
study.
The background gives a detailed description of risk factors
for developing positional plagiocephaly (PP) as well as the
goals of treatment.
This is an area of study in its infancy and well-designed
studies are needed to assess the effects of manual therapy
on PP.
In the measured parameters, there is no consideration
of the inferior to superior length of the cranium. This is
particularly affected in the breech baby where there is a
relative flattening of the cranium.
It would be interesting to know what the physiotherapists
who are conducting the study have for education within
the field of cranial work for infants. There are no details
regarding their competence other than their extended study.
The authors articulate well the purpose of their study and
maintain cohesion throughout. The title is concise and
appropriate.
The authors make the statement that it is hypothesized that
pediatric manual therapy is more effective in improving
plagiocephaly than repositioning the infant complemented
with sensory/motor training. This is not referenced as it
would be interesting to know who is hypothesizing? What
is the motivation for intervention? This is not mentioned
and seems necessary to outline the goals of treatment by
detailing the benefits of reducing the asymmetry caused by
plagiocephaly. The author assumes here that that there is a
benefit to treatment.
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The design and methods the authors use work well to see
the changes following a treatment period comparing the
control and treatment group. The methods describe the
basic concepts of the techniques used and refer to original
texts for reference. These may not be available for everyone
therefore it may make it difficult to duplicate the study.
The statistical methods seem appropriate, and there do
not appear to be errors in calculations or repeated data.
The literature cited supports the statements made by the
authors.
As a randomized control study, the parameters are narrow
to measure a specific change so not all the cranial and facial
distortions of plagiocephaly are included. This is cited as
a limitation. Perhaps more of these can be addressed in
future studies.
Manual therapy is being compared to helmet therapy and
what is not mentioned is that the manual therapy was one
treatment session a week for a period of 10 weeks while
the helmet therapy is usually one year for 22 hours a day.
The helmet is not always tolerated due to skin reactions,
it is quite warm during the summer and often develops
an offensive odor. There are challenges to complying 100
percent with the helmet. An area of future study would be
to instruct parents on one or two molding techniques to be
performed at home for a 10-week period in combination
with the weekly visits to see if this influenced outcomes.
This is an important study as it addresses a conservative
aspect of care for a problem which has become more
prevalent due to the back to sleep campaign.
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ABSTRACT

New insights into the neural network of the nongravid uterus
Tanos V, Laidlaw J, Tanos P, Papadopoulou A.
Adv Clin Exp Med 2022 Jun 29.
doi: 10.17219/acem/149913. Epub ahead of print. PMID: 35766895.
Abstract
The human uterus is exposed to epigenetic factors during maturation, which might influence its neural network.
The mesh muscle is formed from the circular muscle during development and maturation, and it coordinates the
longitudinal and circular muscle function. The uterus has an autonomous neural network with contractility and
propagation patterns that determine its reproductive potential and health during pregnancy and delivery. Emerging
knowledge on the uterine neural network and mesh muscle ultrastructure contributes to new ideas and solutions
on the role of intrauterine pressure and distending fluid intravasation during hysteroscopy, and even allows for
improving the operative techniques of myomectomy, adenoma cytoreductive surgery and metroplasty. Good
health and well-being start from the in utero stage of life. Prenatal and antenatal care are of paramount importance
to minimize the risks of malnutrition and pollutants, and foster a healthy uterus. Research regarding the neural
network, function and contractility of the nongravid uterus is a new chapter in gynecology that provides significant
information for a better understanding and early diagnosis and treatment of uterine pathologies and early pregnancy
support.
Keywords: estrogen; myometrium; neurotransmitter; progesterone; uterus.
Forces Involved with Labor and Delivery-A Biomechanical Perspective
Grimm MJ.
Ann Biomed 2021 Aug;49(8):1819-1835. doi: 10.1007/s10439-020-02718-3. Epub 2021 Jan 11. PMID: 33432512

ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

Abstract
Childbirth is a primarily biomechanical process of physiology, and one that engineers have recently begun to address
in a broader fashion. Computational models are being developed to address the biomechanical effects of parturition
on both maternal and fetal tissues. Experimental research is being conducted to understand how maternal tissues
adapt to intrauterine forces near the onset of labor. All of this research requires an understanding of the forces
that are developed through maternal efforts-both uterine contractions and semi-voluntary pushing-and that can be
applied by the clinician to assist with the delivery. This work reviews the current state of knowledge regarding forces
of labor and delivery, with a focus on macro-level biomechanics.
Keywords: Biomechanics; Birth.
Efficacy of pediatric integrative manual therapy in positional plagiocephaly: a randomized controlled trial
Pastor-Pons I, Lucha-López MO, Barrau-Lalmolda M, Rodes-Pastor I, Rodríguez-Fernández ÁL, Hidalgo-García C,
Tricás-Moreno JM.
Ital J Pediatr 2021 Jun 5;47(1):132. doi: 10.1186/s13052-021-01079-4. PMID: 34090515; PMCID: PMC8180102.
Abstract
Background: Positional plagiocephaly frequently affects healthy babies. It is hypothesized that manual therapy
tailored to pediatrics is more effective in improving plagiocephalic cranial asymmetry than just repositioning and
sensory and motor stimulation. Methods: Thirty-four neurologically healthy subjects aged less than 28 weeks old
with a difference of at least 5 mm between cranial diagonal diameters were randomly distributed into 2 groups. For
10 weeks, the pediatric integrative manual therapy (PIMT) group received manual therapy plus a caregiver education
program, while the controls received the same education program exclusively. Cranial shape was evaluated using
anthropometry; cranial index (CI) and cranial vault asymmetry index (CVAI) were calculated. Parental perception of
change was assessed using a visual analogue scale (− 10 cm to + 10 cm). Results: CVAI presented a greater decrease in
PIMT group: 3.72 ± 1.40% compared with 0.34 ± 1.72% in the control group (p = 0.000). CI did not present significant
differences between groups. Manual therapy led to a more positive parental perception of cranial changes (manual
therapy: 6.66 ± 2.07 cm; control: 4.25 ± 2.31 cm; p = 0.004). Conclusion: Manual therapy plus a caregiver education
program improved CVAI and led to parental satisfaction more effectively than solely a caregiver education program.
Trial registration number: NCT03659032; registration date: September 1, 2018. Retrospectively registered.
Keywords: Positional Plagiocephaly, Deformational Plagiocephaly, Manual therapy, Physical therapy
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8180102/
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ABSTRACT

Effects of an Exercise Program on Brain Health Outcomes for Children With Overweight or Obesity: The
ActiveBrains
Ortega FB, Mora-Gonzalez J, Cadenas-Sanchez C, et al.
Randomized Clinical Trial. JAMA Netw Open. 2022;5(8):e2227893. doi: 10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2022.27893.
Key Points
Question: Can an exercise intervention of aerobic plus resistance training improve cognitive and brain health
outcomes for children with overweight or obesity? Findings: In this randomized clinical trial of 109 participants,
exercise significantly improved intelligence and cognitive flexibility among preadolescent children with overweight
or obesity. There was also a positive, smaller-magnitude significant effect of exercise on academic performance but
no significant effect on inhibition and working memory or on structural and functional brain outcomes studied.
Meaning: This study suggests that exercise can positively affect intelligence and cognitive flexibility during a
sensitive period of brain development in childhood and, to a smaller extent, academic performance, indicating that
an active lifestyle before puberty may lead to more successful life trajectories.
Abstract
Importance: Pediatric overweight and obesity are highly prevalent across the world, with implications for poorer
cognitive and brain health. Exercise might potentially attenuate these adverse consequences. Objectives: To
investigate the effects of an exercise program on brain health indicators, including intelligence, executive function,
academic performance, and brain outcomes, among children with overweight or obesity and to explore potential
mediators and moderators of the main effects of exercise. Design, Setting, and Participants: All preexercise and
postexercise data for this 20-week randomized clinical trial of 109 children aged 8 to 11 years with overweight or
obesity were collected from November 21, 2014, to June 30, 2016, with neuroimaging data processing and analyses
conducted between June 1, 2017, and December 20, 2021. All 109 children were included in the intention-to-treat
analyses; 90 children (82.6%) completed the postexercise evaluation and attended 70% or more of the recommended
exercise sessions and were included in per-protocol analyses. Interventions: All participants received lifestyle
recommendations. The control group continued their usual routines, whereas the exercise group attended a
minimum of 3 supervised 90-minute sessions per week in an out-of-school setting. Main Outcomes and Measures:
Intelligence, executive function (cognitive flexibility, inhibition, and working memory), and academic performance
were assessed with standardized tests, and hippocampal volume was measured with magnetic resonance
imaging. Results: The 109 participants included 45 girls (41.3%); participants had a mean (SD) body mass index
of 26.8 (3.6) and a mean (SD) age of 10.0 (1.1) years at baseline. In per-protocol analyses, the exercise intervention
improved crystallized intelligence, with the exercise group improving from before exercise to after exercise (mean
z score, 0.62 [95% CI, 0.44-0.80]) compared with the control group (mean z score, –0.10 [95% CI, –0.28 to 0.09];
difference between groups, 0.72 SDs [95% CI, 0.46-0.97]; P < .001). Total intelligence also improved significantly
more in the exercise group (mean z score, 0.69 [95% CI, 0.48-0.89]) than in the control group (mean z score, 0.07
[95% CI, –0.14 to 0.28]; difference between groups, 0.62 SDs [95% CI, 0.31-0.91]; P < .001). Exercise also positively
affected a composite score of cognitive flexibility (mean z score: exercise group, 0.25 [95% CI, 0.05-0.44]; control
group, –0.17 [95% CI, –0.39 to 0.04]; difference between groups, 0.42 SDs [95% CI, 0.13-0.71]; P = .005). These main
effects were consistent in intention-to-treat analyses and after multiple-testing correction. There was a positive,
small-magnitude effect of exercise on total academic performance (mean z score: exercise group, 0.31 [95% CI, 0.180.44]; control group, 0.10 [95% CI, –0.04 to 0.24]; difference between groups, 0.21 SDs [95% CI, 0.01-0.40]; P = .03),
which was partially mediated by cognitive flexibility. Inhibition, working memory, hippocampal volume, and other
brain magnetic resonance imaging outcomes studied were not affected by the exercise program. The intervention
increased cardiorespiratory fitness performance as indicated by longer treadmill time to exhaustion (mean z score:
exercise group, 0.54 [95% CI, 0.27-0.82]; control group, 0.13 [95% CI, –0.16 to 0.41]; difference between groups,
0.42 SDs [95% CI, 0.01-0.82]; P = .04), and these changes in fitness mediated some of the effects (small percentage of
mediation [approximately 10%-20%]). The effects of exercise were overall consistent across the moderators tested,
except for larger improvements in intelligence among boys compared with girls. Conclusions and Relevance: In
this randomized clinical trial, exercise positively affected intelligence and cognitive flexibility during development
among children with overweight or obesity. However, the structural and functional brain changes responsible for
these improvements were not identified.
Trial Registration ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02295072
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ABSTRACT

Global Changes in Child and Adolescent Physical Activity During the COVID-19 Pandemic: A Systematic
Review and Meta-analysis
Neville RD, Lakes KD, Hopkins WG, et al.
JAMA Pediatr 2022;176(9):886–894. doi:10.1001/jamapediatrics.2022.2313
Key Points
Question: To what extent has the COVID-19 pandemic affected the global physical activity levels of children and
adolescents? Findings: In this systematic review and meta-analysis of 22 international longitudinal studies that
included 14,216 children 18 years and younger, pooled estimates revealed a decrease of 17 minutes per day in
children’s moderate-to-vigorous physical activity from prepandemic to during the COVID-19 pandemic. Meaning:
Restrictions implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic have affected children’s levels of physical activity,
particularly moderate-to-vigorous physical activity; children’s movement behaviors should be at the forefront of
pandemic recovery efforts.
Abstract
Importance: Numerous physical distancing measures were implemented to mitigate the spread of the COVID-19
virus, which could have negatively affected child and adolescent physical activity levels. Objectives: To conduct a
systematic review and meta-analysis of the literature that used validated measures to document changes in child
and adolescent physical activity during the COVID-19 pandemic and to estimate whether changes in physical
activity differed between participant-level, contextual, and methodological moderators. Data Sources: PubMed,
PsycInfo, SPORTDiscus, Web of Science, Scopus, CINAHL, and MEDLINE were searched (from January 1, 2020,
to January 1, 2022). A total of 1085 nonduplicate records were retrieved. Study Selection Studies were included if
they reported (1) changes in the duration of physical activity at any intensity for children or adolescents (age ≤18
years) comparing before and during the COVID-19 pandemic using validated physical activity measurement tools
and were (2) from general population samples, (3) peer-reviewed, and (4) published in English. Data Extraction
and Synthesis: A total of 126 articles underwent full-text review. Data were analyzed using a random-effects
meta-analysis, which was conducted in January 2022. Main Outcomes and Measures: Change in the duration of
engagement in physical activity at any intensity comparing before and during COVID-19. Results: Twenty-two
studies including 46 independent samples and 79 effect sizes from 14,216 participants (median age, 10.5 years; range,
3-18 years) were included. The percentage change in the duration of engagement in total daily physical activity
from before to during COVID-19 was −20% (90% CI, −34% to −4%). Moderation analyses revealed that changes
were larger for higher-intensity activities (−32%; 90% CI, −44% to −16%), corresponding to a 17-minute reduction
in children’s daily moderate-to-vigorous physical activity levels. The reduction in physical activity was also larger
for samples located at higher latitudes (37%; 90% CI, −1% to 89%) and for studies with a longer duration between
physical activity assessments (25%; 90% CI, −0.5% to 58%). Conclusions and Relevance: Children and adolescents
have experienced measurable reductions in physical activity during the COVID-19 pandemic. Findings underscore
the need to provide bolstered access to support and resources related to physical activity to ensure good health and
social functioning among children and adolescents during pandemic recovery efforts.
Using Time-out for Child Conduct Problems in the Context of Trauma and Adversity: A Nonrandomized
Controlled Trial
Roach AC, Lechowicz M, Yiu Y, Mendoza Diaz A, Hawes D, Dadds MR.
JAMA Netw Open, 2022;5(9):e2229726. doi:10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2022.29726.

ABSTRACT

Key Points
Question: Are parenting programs that include time-out less effective or even harmful for children exposed to
adverse childhood experiences? Findings: In this nonrandomized clinical trial of 205 families, children with conduct
problems and high adversity exposure experienced equivalent, if not greater, outcomes, measured by the parentreported Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire, after a parenting program that included time-out, compared
with children with low adversity exposure. Meaning: This study suggests that, despite concerns that time-out is
contraindicated for children who have experienced adversity, parenting programs that include time-out appear to be
beneficial for children with or without adversity exposure for management of emotional and behavioral difficulties.
Abstract
Importance: Exposure to adverse childhood experiences substantially increases the risk of chronic health problems.
Originally designed to treat child conduct problems, parent management training programs have been shown to
be effective in preventing children from being exposed to further adversity and supporting children’s recovery
from adversity; however, there are increasing concerns that a core component of these programs, the discipline
strategy time-out, may be harmful for children with a history of exposure to adversity. Objective: To investigate
the comparative benefits and potential harms to children exposed to adversity that are associated with parenting
programs that include time-out. Design, Setting, and Participants: This nonrandomized waiting list–controlled
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clinical study was conducted at a specialist clinic for the treatment of conduct problems in Sydney, Australia. The
self-referred sample included children with conduct problems and their caregivers. Eligibility was confirmed
through clinician-administered interviews. Data were collected between February 14, 2018, and February 1, 2021.
Interventions: Caregivers participated in a 10-session, social learning–based parent management training program.
Caregivers were provided with parenting strategies aimed at encouraging desired behaviors through effective
reinforcement and managing misbehavior through consistent limit setting, including the use of time-outs. Main
Outcomes and Measures: The primary outcome was the parent-reported Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire
score, and secondary outcomes included subscale scores from the clinician-administered Diagnostic Interview
Schedule for Children, Adolescents, and Parents. Multi-informant measures of child adversity were collected using
the parent-reported Adverse Life Experiences Scale and the clinician-rated Maltreatment Index. Results: A total of
205 children were included in analysis (156 in the full intervention and 49 in the control condition; 158 boys [77.1%];
mean [SD] age, 5.6 [1.8] years [range, 2-9 years]). Compared with children with low adversity exposure, children
with high adversity exposure showed greater reductions in the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire score from
baseline (mean difference, 3.46 [95% CI, 1.51-5.41]; P < .001) to after treatment (mean difference, 1.49 [95% CI, −0.46
to 3.44]; P = .13) and in the internalizing symptom subscale score (baseline mean difference, 1.00 [95% CI, −2,00 to
0.00]; P = .50; posttreatment mean difference, 0.06 [95% CI, −0.82 to 0.94]; P = .90). No significant differences in the
externalizing symptom subscale score were found. Conclusions and Relevance: In this nonrandomized clinical
study, children with high exposure to adversity experienced equivalent, if not greater, benefits associated with
parenting programs that include time-out compared with children with low exposure to adversity. Results suggest
that time-out was an effective component of parenting programs for children exposed to adversity.
Trial Registration: anzctr.org.au Identifier: ACTRN12617001472369

ABSTRACT

Developmental Variability in Autism Across 17 000 Autistic Individuals and 4000 Siblings Without an Autism
Diagnosis Comparisons by Cohort, Intellectual Disability, Genetic Etiology, and Age at Diagnosis
Susan S. Kuo, PhD; Celia van der Merwe, PhD; Jack M. Fu, PhD; et alCaitlin E. Carey, PhD; Michael E. Talkowski,
PhD; Somer L. Bishop, PhD; Elise B. Robinson, DSc.
JAMA Pediatr Published online July 18, 2022. doi:10.1001/jamapediatrics.2022.2423.
Abstract
Importance: Presence of developmental delays in autism is well established, yet few studies have characterized
variability in developmental milestone attainment in this population. Objective: To characterize variability in the
age at which autistic individuals attain key developmental milestones based on co-occurring intellectual disability
(ID), presence of a rare disruptive genetic variant associated with neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD), age at
autism diagnosis, and research cohort membership. Design: The study team harmonized data from 4 cross-sectional
autism cohorts: the Autism Genetics Research Exchange (n = 3284; 1997-2015), The Autism Simplex Collection
(n = 694; 2008-2011), the Simons Simplex Collection (n = 2753; 2008-2011), and the Simons Foundation Powering
Autism Research for Knowledge (n = 10 367; 2016-present). The last sample further included 4,145 siblings without
an autism diagnosis or ID. Participants: Convenience sample of 21,243 autistic individuals or their siblings without
an autism diagnosis aged 4 to 17 years. Main Outcomes and Measures: Parents reported ages at which participants
attained key milestones including smiling, sitting upright, crawling, walking, spoon-feeding self, speaking words,
speaking phrases, and acquiring bladder and bowel control. A total of 5,295 autistic individuals, and their biological
parents, were genetically characterized to identify de novo variants in NDD-associated genes. The study team
conducted time-to-event analyses to estimate and compare percentiles in time with milestone attainment across
autistic individuals, subgroups of autistic individuals, and the sibling sample. Results: Seventeen thousand ninetyeight autistic individuals (mean age, 9.15 years; 80.8% male) compared with 4,145 siblings without autism or ID
(mean age, 10.2 years; 50.2% female) showed delays in milestone attainment, with median (IQR) delays ranging from
0.7 (0.3-1.6) to 19.7 (11.4-32.2) months. More severe and more variable delays in autism were associated with the
presence of co-occurring ID, carrying an NDD-associated rare genetic variant, and being diagnosed with autism by
age 5 years. More severe and more variable delays were also associated with membership in earlier study cohorts,
consistent with autism’s diagnostic and ascertainment expansion over the last 30 years. Conclusions and Relevance:
As the largest summary to date of developmental milestone attainment in autism, to our knowledge, this study
demonstrates substantial developmental variability across different conditions and provides important context for
understanding the phenotypic and etiological heterogeneity of autism.
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ABSTRACT

At a Crossroads—Reconsidering the Goals of Autism Early Behavioral Intervention From a Neurodiversity
Perspective
Geraldine Dawson, PhD; Lauren Franz, MBChB, MPH; S. Brandsen, PhD.
JAMA Pediatr Published online July 11, 2022. doi:10.1001/jamapediatrics.2022.2299.
The neurodiversity perspective posits that each person has a unique brain and a unique combination of traits
and abilities and asserts that many challenges faced by autistic individuals stem from a lack of fit between the
characteristics of autistic people and society’s expectations and biases. The neurodiversity movement is akin to a civil
rights movement. Among its goals are reducing stigma, increasing accessibility, and ensuring that autistic individuals’
voices are represented in decisions about autism research, policy, and clinical practice. The neurodiversity movement
is having a growing influence on the scientific community, as evidenced in the recent pause in a large autism genetic
study based on concerns raised by the autism community.1 It is also affecting autism practitioners as, increasingly,
parents are expressing reservations about enrolling their child in early intervention programs, citing concerns that
such programs do not value neurodiversity and, instead, prioritize changing their child’s behavior to fit neurotypical
norms.

ABSTRACT

The diagnostic odyssey of autism: a cross-sectional study of 3 age cohorts of children from the 2016–2018
National Survey of Children’s Health
Allison Hanley, Quynh C. Nguyen, Deborah Golant Badawi, Jie Chen, Tianzhou Ma & Natalie Slopen
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry and Mental Health, volume 15, Article number: 58 (2021).
PMID: 34629109 PMCID: PMC8504038 doi: 10.1186/s13034-021-00409-y.
Abstract
Background: Autism prevalence has increased rapidly in recent years, however, nationally representative estimates
on the ages of first identification and intervention are out of date. Objectives: (1) To estimate the ages at which
children with autism receive their first diagnosis, intervention plan, and developmental services; and (2) To
evaluate differences in ages at events by birth cohort and sociodemographic characteristics. Methods: Using crosssectional data from the 2016–2018 National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH), we examined associations via
linear regression among a sample of 2303 children aged 2–17 years old, who had ever been diagnosed with autism
and either (1) ever had a plan for special education or early intervention, or (2) ever received special services to meet
developmental needs. Exposures included age cohort, child, household and healthcare provider characteristics.
Results: Most children in the study sample (n = 2303) were over age 6 years, male, of non-Hispanic white race
ethnicity and had mild/moderate autism. Mean ages (years) at first diagnosis was 4.56 (SE = 0.13); first plan was
4.43 (SE = 0.11); and first services was 4.10 (SE = 0.11). After adjustment for exposures and survey year, the middle
childhood cohort was 18 months older at first intervention (ß= 1.49, 95% CI, 1.18–1.81), and adolescents were 38
months older at first diagnosis (ß = 3.16, 95% CI, 2.72–3.60) compared to those in early childhood. Younger ages
at events were observed among: Hispanic/Latinx as compared to white children, those with moderate or severe
symptoms as compared to mild symptoms, and children who received their diagnosis from a specialist as compared
to psychologists or psychiatrists. Conclusions: Children with autism receive their first diagnosis, intervention plans
and developmental services at younger ages than they had in the past. Future research is needed to identify the
mechanisms for these improvements in early identification and intervention to accelerate additional progress.
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Defining the anatomy of the neonatal lingual frenulum
Mills N, Keough N, Geddes DT, Pransky SM, Mirjalili SA.
Clin Anat. 2019 Sep;32(6):824-835. doi: 10.1002/ca.23410. Epub 2019 Jun 3. PMID: 31116462.
ABSTRACT

Abstract
The lingual frenulum is recognized as having the potential to limit tongue mobility, which may lead to difficulties
with breastfeeding in some infants. There is extensive variation between individuals in the appearance of the lingual
frenulum but an ambiguous relationship between frenulum appearance and functional limitation. An increasing
number of infants are being diagnosed with ankyloglossia, with growing uncertainty regarding what can be
considered “normal” lingual frenulum anatomy. In this study, microdissection of four fresh tissue premature infant
cadavers shows that the lingual frenulum is a dynamic, layered structure formed by oral mucosa and the underlying
floor of mouth fascia, which is mobilized into a midline fold with tongue elevation and/or retraction. Genioglossus
is suspended from the floor of mouth fascia, and in some individuals can be drawn up into the fold of the frenulum.
Branches of the lingual nerve are located superficially on the ventral surface of the tongue, immediately beneath the
fascia, making them vulnerable to injury during frenotomy procedures. This research challenges the longstanding
belief that the lingual frenulum is a midline structure formed by a submucosal “band” or “string” and confirms that the
neonatal lingual frenulum structure replicates that recently described in the adult. This article provides an anatomical
construct for understanding and describing variability in lingual frenulum morphology and lays the foundation for
future research to assess the impact of specific anatomic variants of lingual frenulum morphology on tongue mobility.
Clin. Anat. 32:824-835, 2019. © 2019 The Authors. Clinical Anatomy published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf
of American Association of Clinical Anatomists.
Keywords: ankyloglossia; fascia; floor of mouth; frenotomy; lingual frenulum; neonatal; neonate; surgery; tongue
tie.
© 2019 The Authors. Clinical Anatomy published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of American Association of
Clinical Anatomists.
Osteopathic Manipulative Treatment Decreases Hospital Stay and Healthcare Cost in the Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit
Roland H, Brown A, Rousselot A, Freeman N, Wieting JM, Bergman S, Mondal D.
Medicines. 2022; 9(10):49. https://doi.org/10.3390/medicines9100049.
Abstract
Osteopathic manipulative treatment (OMT) is used in both inpatient and outpatient settings. Evidence suggests
that OMT can reduce both patients’ recovery time and the financial cost of their acute medical treatment and
rehabilitation. Multiple studies from neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) are presented in this article that
demonstrate infants treated with OMT recover faster, are discharged earlier, and have lower healthcare costs
than their non-OMT-treated counterparts. Data clearly show that adjunctive OMT facilitates feeding coordination
in newborns, such as latching, suckling, swallowing, and breathing, and increases long-term weight gain and
maintenance, which reduces hospital length of stay (LOS). Osteopathic techniques, such as soft tissue manipulation,
balanced ligamentous tension, myofascial release, and osteopathic cranial manipulation (OCM), can reduce
regurgitation, vomiting, milky bilious, or bloody discharge and decrease the need for constipation treatment. OMT
can also be effective in reducing the complications of pneumonia in premature babies. Studies show the use of OCM
and lymphatic pump technique (LPT) reduces the occurrence of both aspiration and environmentally acquired
pneumonia, resulting in significantly lower morbidity and mortality in infants. Based on published findings, it is
determined that OMT is clinically effective, cost efficient, a less invasive alternative to surgery, and a less toxic choice
to pharmacologic drugs. Therefore, routine incorporation of OMT in the NICU can be of great benefit in infants
with multiple disorders. Future OMT research should aim to initiate clinical trial designs that include randomized
controlled trials with larger cohorts of infants admitted to the NICU. Furthermore, a streamlined and concerted
effort to elucidate the underlying molecular mechanisms associated with the beneficial effects of OMT will aid in
understanding the significant value of incorporating OMT into optimal patient care.
Keywords: neonatal intensive care unit; NICU; osteopathic medicine; osteopathic manipulative treatment; hospital
stay; healthcare cost.
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